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ABSTRACT 
SPAR Eastern Cape is a special organisation. It is an extraordinary place to work and 
have fun at. The organisation celebrated its twentieth “birthday” in 2013. Operating in 
a very difficult sector, this business has done extremely well in establishing itself as 
one of the leading businesses in the Eastern Cape. 
The success of this incredible business is driven by employees from all levels. With 
an extreme conviction in the apothegm that “none of us is as smart as all of us”, the 
organisation is built around high performance teams through a unique culture called: 
Amafela Ndawonye (referred to as Amafela hereafter). “Amafela” has been in 
operation at SPAR Eastern Cape since the organisation’s inauguration in 1993.  
Organisational cultures are dynamic. Organisational cultures shift, incrementally and 
constantly, in response to external and internal changes. Trying to assess an 
organisational culture is therefore complicated by the reality that one is trying to hit a 
moving target. However, a possibility exists that culture enhancement can be 
managed as a continuous process rather than big shifts (often in response to a crisis). 
A stable destination with regards to organisational culture should never be reached. 
The culture of an organisation should always be learning and developing. This 
prompted the researcher to ask the question, as an organisation responds to internal 
and external changes; can it lose its relevancy in the process? 
The primary objective of this research is to determine whether the commitment to the 
culture of “Amafela” and relevancy thereof at SPAR Eastern Cape is declining. The 
first step in achieving this objective was an in-depth theoretical study.  The second 
step, and in order to achieve this objective, was an empirical survey conducted to 
canvas the opinions of (N= 149) respondents at SPAR Eastern Cape. 
The main findings of this research conducted at SPAR Eastern Cape can be 
summarised as follows: 
The organisational culture was assessed according to how respondents 
interpret the organisation’s existing organisational culture, and thus underlining 
areas in need of enhancement. In general the outcome of the survey exhibited 
that a large number of employees at SPAR Eastern Cape denoted that the 
culture of “Amafela” is still strong and is still relevant in the organisation. 
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In this research, good to excellent levels of consistency for all eleven factors of 
“Amafela” were achieved. The items are therefore parallel in the test. 
Organisational leaders will influence the function of the people within the 
organisation. Moreover, leadership will set the present and future course of the 
company. This research articulates a correlation between leadership and 
“Amafela” factors. 
The eleven dimensions of the “Amafela” factors ranked according from 
favourable to less favourable. Customer focus emerged as the factor which 
most respondents agreed and strongly agreed with. 
 
It can be concluded then, that the culture of “Amafela Ndawonye” at SPAR Eastern 
Cape has the full support of the employees and is still relevant in the organisation. 
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CHAPTER ONE:  
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
With the growing increase in globalisation, organisations face far more competition 
than ever before. Having a strong culture, which supports and underpins an 
organisation’s brand proposition, abets businesses in creating and maintaining a 
competitive advantage.  
According to Muya and Wesonga (2012), organisational culture is the set of important 
assumptions - often unstated - that members of an organisation have in common. 
There are two major assumptions in common: beliefs and values. Beliefs are 
assumptions about reality and are derived and reinforced by experience. Values are 
assumptions about ideals that are desirable and worth striving for. 
Organisational culture can also be viewed as the unique pattern of shared values, 
norms, attitudes, beliefs, rituals, socialisation, expectations, and assumptions of the 
employees in the organisation (Hellriegel, Jackson, Slocum, Staude, Amos, Klopper, 
Louw, and Oosthuizen, 2004). As such, organisational culture could be equated with 
the “personality” of the organisation, depicting the manner in which employees behave 
when they are not being told what to do (Hellriegel et al., 2004). 
This research will be conducted at an organisation called SPAR Eastern Cape 
Distribution Centre located in the industrial township, Perseverance, Port Elizabeth in 
the Eastern Cape of South Africa. SPAR Eastern Cape forms part of the SPAR Group 
Ltd with its Central Offices in Durban, South Africa. The Company is in the Retail 
Sector and its purpose is to distribute goods and services to SPAR Retail stores in the 
Eastern Cape Region. When the Company was established in February 1993, 
management at the time sought to establish a consultative team-based culture where 
employees are part of decision-making in the Company. To achieve this, a culture of 
“Amafela Ndawonye” was formed. “Amafela Ndawonye” (referred to as Amafela 
hereafter) means “dying together” and has a strong connotation to an effective 
commitment to teamwork. 
Increasingly, business leaders are recognising that the concept of organisational 
culture is particularly important when it comes to managing organisational change. If 
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change is to be deep seated and long lasting within an organisation, it needs to happen 
at a cultural level. The effect is true of SPAR Eastern Cape, a food distributer in 
Perseverance, Port Elizabeth. The organisation operates and relies heavily on the 
culture of teamwork called “Amafela”. In recent years, the culture of “Amafela” has 
been on a decline (Darney, 2013). 
 
1.2       MAIN PROBLEM 
Management thus faces a dilemma, and is increasingly concerned that should the 
declining commitment, by all its employees, to the culture of “Amafela” be allowed to 
deteriorate even further, such challenges as high absenteeism, labour turnover, 
employee satisfaction, a fun working environment, and specifically employee 
motivation would escalate and critically affect employee morale, productivity, high 
standards of customer service, and profits of the Company. 
Luqman (2011) affirms that organisational culture affords management an important 
avenue for improving organisational efficiency and effectiveness through employee 
motivation.  Hence, the importance and a great aspiration from the organisation’s 
senior management team to preserve and improve the culture of “Amafela”. 
The key factor to stimulating development of the culture is in the management’s 
conviction of the necessity of such changes, declared preparedness for changes as 
well as a precise definition of standards related to new values (Snopko, 2011). Senior 
management at SPAR Eastern Cape understand the importance of not allowing the 
spirit of “Amafela” to die and hence their readiness to embark on this process. 
Rowe, Mason, Dickel, Mann and Mockler (1994) assert that there is often a gap 
between the existing and preferred organisational cultures, so therefore it is important 
to assess whether there is an organisational cultural gap within SPAR Eastern Cape 
i.e. currently, is the culture of “Amafela” at the organisation diminishing? The use of a 
questionnaire as a data collection instrument will enable SPAR Eastern Cape to 
identify whether the culture of “Amafela” is deteriorating from its original format and 
therefore creating an organisational cultural gap.  An organisational culture gap exists 
in an organisation when there is a difference between the dominant, existing cultures.  
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Nazir (2005) states that although some research on assessing this gap in an 
organisation’s culture has been conducted, research is still limited. 
The importance of the study can be referenced to the organisation’s need to 
understand the relevancy of “Amafela” in the modern way of doing business. The study 
will identify the key aspects of the current culture that are relevant in the modern way 
of running a business and those that do not exist, but need introduction and 
implementation. 
 
1.3  SUB-PROBLEMS 
To give effect to the problem statement, the primary purpose of this research is to 
scrutinise whether the commitment to the culture of “Amafela Ndawonye” and 
relevancy thereof is declining at SPAR Eastern Cape.  It has been suggested that the 
culture of “Amafela” is the key driver of SPAR Eastern Cape’s success and 
phenomenal growth in the past 20 years. It was also postulated that “Amafela” and its 
ideology of efficacious Self Directed Work Teams (SWTDs) is one of the key pillars of 
business operations at SPAR Eastern Cape. To achieve the purpose of this research, 
the following objectives have been stated:   
•  To evaluate organisational culture profile of SPAR Eastern Cape using 
the following “Amafela” factors: 
- Individual Performance 
- Leadership 
- Customer Focus 
- Communication 
- Human Resources Management 
- Fun 
- Innovation 
- Decision-Making 
- “Amafela”  
- Conflict Management 
- Organisational Goal Integration 
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• To measure the extent to which the SPAR Eastern Cape’s leadership 
principles and qualities influence the “Amafela” factors listed below: 
- Individual Performance 
- Customer Focus 
- Communication 
- Human Resources Management 
- Fun 
- Innovation 
- Decision-Making 
- “Amafela”  
- Conflict Management 
- Organisational Goal Integration 
 •  To measure the internal consistency of the measuring instrument. 
 To rank, in order of importance, the factors of “Amafela”. 
 
1.4  RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY   
In order to determine whether “Amafela” still has statistically significant and practical 
influence at SPAR Eastern Cape, a positivistic research paradigm was followed, due 
to the research being quantitative in nature (Remenyi, 1996).  Paradigm refers to the 
progress of scientific practice based on people’s philosophies and assumptions about 
the world and the nature of knowledge and about how research should be conducted 
(Collis and Hussey, 2003).  The positivistic paradigm can also be described as a 
quantitative, objectivist, scientific, experimentalist, or traditionalist research paradigm 
(Collis and Hussey, 2003).     
In order to comprehend the objectives of the current research, the research strategy 
was divided into two main mechanisms, namely primary and secondary research.  A 
thorough amplification of the research methodology followed in this research will be 
discussed in the later chapters, more specifically Chapter Four.   
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1.4.1  Secondary sources  
Secondary sources from subject disciplines of organisational behaviour, and 
organisational culture were first accessed.  These include several international and 
national data searches at the Main and Business School libraries of Nelson Mandela 
Metropolitan University (NMMU) and relevant abstracts and indexes, the NMMU 
catalogue of theses, and the Internet.   
Secondary information sources that focused on organisational behaviour, with regards 
to organisational culture, that were established to be relevant to this exploration 
included:    
•  Research articles, research journals and books dealing with the 
organisational culture within a selected organisation. 
1.4.2 Primary sources  
The population of the research included employees of SPAR Eastern Cape 
Distribution Centre.  The sample size included only those employees who could read 
and write in English, which accounted for all of SPAR Eastern Cape employees. 
However, of the total of 271 permanent employees, only 200 were surveyed.    
The researcher approached senior management colleagues in order for the research 
to be conducted at SPAR Eastern Cape. The researcher was given final permission 
to conduct the research after unpacking the purpose and envisaged benefits of the 
study. 
Data was collected by means of a structured questionnaire, which was divided into 
three sections.   Section C included biographical questions, such as age, gender and 
tenure.  In Section B, there were 11 “Amafela” factor statements each containing six 
sub-statements or Likert items.   
A Likert-type scale was used as a measurement tool. A Likert scale is a psychometric 
scale commonly involved in research that employs questionnaires. It is the most widely 
used approach to scaling responses in survey research. When responding to a Likert 
questionnaire item, respondents specify their level of agreement or disagreement on 
a symmetric agrees-disagrees scale for a series of statements. Thus, the range 
captures the intensity of their feelings for a given item. A scale can be created as the 
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simple sum questionnaire responses over the full range of the scale (Burns and Burns, 
2008). 
A Likert item is simply a statement in which the respondent is asked to evaluate 
according to any kind of subjective or objective criteria; generally the level of 
agreement or disagreement is measured. It is considered symmetric or "balanced", 
because there are equal amounts of positive and negative positions. Often five 
ordered response levels are used (Burns and Burns, 2008). 
In the questionnaire, respondents were requested to rank the Likert items according 
to the extent to which they: 
- 1 (Strongly Agree) 
- 2 (Agree) 
- 3 (Neither Agree nor Disagree) 
- 4 (Disagree) 
- 5  (Strongly Disagree) 
The Likert format was chosen for the following reason: 
- Likert-type scale is a very useful question type when measuring an 
overall measurement of a particular topic, opinion or experience and 
also collecting specific data on contributing factors (Burns and Burns, 
2008). 
It is important to note that all scores closest to one will be regarded as excellent and 
scores closest to five will be viewed in the negative. 
Section A’s questionnaire outlined the purpose of study. 
Another primary source of information was an interview with the Human Resources 
Change Consultant, Sandra Skinner. Sandra played an important role in the 
establishment of “Amafela”. 
 
1.5  DEMARCATION OF THE RESEARCH  
Within this research, the term SPAR Eastern Cape and Organisation will be used 
synonymously.  The researcher selected the study because there is an authentic 
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business need for the research to be conducted and the potential benefits have the 
ability to assist the business in ensuring that the spirit of “Amafela” is once again 
experienced throughout the Organisation.   
 
1.5.1 Employees 
All permanent employees within the organisation will be beheld as employees. Such 
includes, senior managers (executive team), middle management, junior 
management. 
1.5.2 Size of the organisation 
The research will focus and is limited to SPAR Eastern Cape, a food distributor based 
in Perseverance, Port Elizabeth, South Africa. 
SPAR Eastern Cape employs approximately 271 permanent employees. 
 
1.6 CLARIFICATION OF KEY CONCEPTS 
The following key concepts will be used in this study: 
1.6.1 Organisational Culture 
There is no one single definition for organisational culture. The topic of organisational 
culture has been studied from many perspectives and disciplines, such as 
anthropology, sociology, organisational behaviour, and organisational leadership. 
Deal and Kennedy (1988) expresses organisational culture as values, beliefs, and 
behaviours that differentiate one organisation from another. According to Nel, Gerber, 
Van Dyk, Hassbroek, Schultz, Sono and Werner (2001), organisational culture is the 
manner in which things are done in an organisation. Nel et al (2001) state further that 
organisational culture is also known as the personality of the organisation. The culture 
of an organisation develops over time and employees are often not even aware of its 
existence. Organisational culture is of great importance to management because it 
helps them understand how employees feel about their exertion and environs. 
Swanepoel, Erasmus, Van Wyk and Schenk (2003) express organisational culture as 
the shared understanding which exists amongst organisational employees at all levels 
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regarding the way things are done in a particular organisational. The definition refers 
to a set or system of shared features such as beliefs, values, assumptions, 
expectations, norms, sentiments, symbols, rituals and so forth (Swanepoel et al, 
2003). These shared values determine, in large degree, what employees see and how 
they respond to their world (Denzo and Robbins, 2001) 
Schein (2004), organisational culture is defined as a dynamic phenomenon that 
surrounds us at all times, being constantly enacted and created by our interactions 
with others and shaped by leadership behaviour, and a set of structures, routines, 
rules, and norms that guide and constrain behaviour. A practical way to define 
organisational culture is the environment in which we work; these are the member’s 
behaviours, attitudes, beliefs, skills, perspectives, habits and prejudices. Some of 
these attributes have been molded by past leaders, either good or bad through years 
of indoctrination, influence, and reinforcement. The truth remains that leaders of 
organisations are responsible for the climate they create in their organisation. 
Madu (2012), emphasises that organisational cultures are created, maintained, and 
transformed by people. An organisational culture is in part, also created and 
maintained by the organisation’s leaders. Organisation founders and leaders at the 
executive level are the principal source for the generation and reinfusion of 
organisations ideology, articulation of core values and specific norms. Organisational 
values express preferences for certain behaviours or outcomes. 
Organisational norms express behaviours acceptable by others, and are culturally 
acceptable ways of pursuing goals. Leaders also establish the parameters for formal 
lines of communication and the formal interaction rules for the organisation. Values 
and norms, once transmitted through the organisation, establish the permanence of 
the organisation’s culture (Madu, 2012). 
1.6.2  Organisational Culture Change 
It is rare to find an organisation in the modern epoch that would boast about its 
constancy, sameness, or status quo standing compared to ten years ago. Stability is 
interpreted more often as stagnation than steadiness, and organisations that are not 
in the business of change and transition are generally viewed as recalcitrant. The 
frightening uncertainty that traditionally accompanied major organisational change has 
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been superseded by the frightening uncertainty that is now associated with staying the 
same. 
Such change in organisations is pervasive because of the degree and rapidity of 
change in the external environment. The conditions in which organisations operate 
demand a response without which organisational demise is a frequent result.  
Cultural change typically refers to radical versus limited change. It is not easy to 
achieve; it is a difficult, complicated, demanding effort that can take several years to 
accomplish (Baker, 2002). 
Changing mind sets is about eliminating unproductive habits or work practices that do 
not add value to the individual or the organisation. It is about indoctrinating a positive 
attitude towards oneself, work, people, the management and the organisation as a 
whole. With mind-set change, one then is aware of the need to change the policies, 
procedures and practices accordingly (Tan, 2000). 
1.6.3  Organisational Commitment  
The concept organisational commitment has grown in popularity in the literature on 
industrial and organisational psychology. Early studies on organisational commitment 
viewed the concept as a single dimension, based on an attitudinal perspective, 
embracing identification, involvement and loyalty (Cohen, 2003). 
Multiple definitions of organisational commitment are found in the literature.  Bateman 
and Strasser (2011) state that organisational commitment has been operationally 
defined as multidimensional in nature, involving an employee’s loyalty to the 
organisation, willingness to exert effort on behalf of the organisation, degree of goal 
and value congruency with the organisation, and desire to maintain membership. 
Porter et al (1974) describes organisational commitment as an attachment to the 
organisation, characterised by an intention to remain in it; an identification with the 
values and goals of the organisation; and a willingness to exert extra effort on its 
behalf. Individuals consider the extent to which their own values and goals relate to 
that of the organisation as part of organisational commitment, therefore it is considered 
to be the linkage between the individual employee and the organisation. Miller and 
Lee (2001) coagulate this point by stating that organisational commitment is 
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characterised by employee's acceptance of organisational goals and their willingness 
to exert effort on behalf of the organisation. 
1.6.4  Amafela Ndawonye 
Amafela Ndawonye is a team based participative management concept adopted at 
SPAR Eastern Cape. The concept has a deep rooted commitment to team work. 
Loosely translated, Amafela Ndwawonye means dying together. 
1.6.5  Self-Directed Work Teams 
Internationally, companies have learnt that the key to production effectiveness lies in 
the better utilization of their own employees. They recognize that those closest to the 
work know best how to perform and improve their jobs and have found that to remain 
competitive means tapping into the vast, under-utilized resource of knowledge within 
their workforces. 
Self-directed work teams (SDWT) teams require minimal direct supervision. The 
teams operate with fewer layers of management than traditional organisational 
structures. They require team members to learn multiple jobs or tasks and to take on 
many tasks that were once reserved for supervisors or managers, including hiring, 
firing, conducting appraisals, disciplinary action and scheduling tasks. 
McNamara (1996) defines a SDWT as a multi-skilled or cross-functional work team 
whose members are empowered to regulate their own affairs and are jointly 
accountable for delivering a defined value-adding product or service to the 
organisation. Fisher (1993) terms a SDWT as a group of employees who have day- 
to- day responsibility for managing themselves and the work they do with a minimum 
of direct supervision. Members of a SDWT typically handle job assignments, plan and 
schedule work, make production and/or service-related decisions and act on 
problems. 
Organisations committed to the SDWT concept hope to streamline processes, gain 
productivity, flexibility, quality, employee commitment and customer satisfaction. 
Operational efficiency is enhanced, production cycles are reduced and there is an 
increased ability to respond swiftly to changing needs of the environment. Teams are 
empowered by receiving the authority to make decisions, the resources to effect them, 
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the information to justify them and the accountability for their decisions’ outcomes (Nel 
and Pienaar, 2006). 
Pienaar and Nel (2006) claim that benefits and results of successful SDWTs are 
impressive. Such include higher productivity, improved service quality, lower unit 
costs, faster cycle times, continuous process and systems improvements, flexibility to 
meet rapidly changing market demands, greater employee satisfaction levels, higher 
team motivation and commitment to the organisation’s success, and flatter 
organisational structures. 
1.7 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS  
Chapter one operates as the introduction and positioning to the research, and thus 
introduces the concepts that will be discussed in the research.  It also positions the 
importance of the research and what the research aims to achieve.  Primary and 
secondary sources relevant to the research are discussed.  The demarcation of the 
research forms part of the chapter. The description on the structure of the thesis 
concludes this chapter.   
Chapter Two will contain the literature review of organisational culture.  Literature will 
be examined through various definitions of organisational culture, followed by a 
discussion on the determinants of culture. The functions of organisational culture will  
also be discussed followed by answering the question of “how do cultures form”. The 
important matter of process for changing organisational culture will be analysed. 
Resistance to culture will also be investigated. The chapter concludes by looking at an 
organisational culture model.  
Chapter Three will offer a theoretical synopsis of “Amafela Ndawonye”. The chapter 
commences by outlining the beginning of “Amafela”. The key requirements of 
“Amafela” will also be discussed. The process of implementing “Amafela” will be 
unpacked. The chapter concludes by outlining the recruitment and selection methods 
and the disciplinary process of “Amafela Ndawonye”. 
Chapter Four will include an overview of the research methodology of the research.  
This chapter will focus on the research method, design, data collection, and a short 
explanation of the statistical analysis that was conducted.  The research paradigm will 
be described in detail, as well as a brief discussion regarding the validity and reliability 
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of the research utilising the 11 measuring instruments.  Lastly, ethical considerations 
pertinent to this research will be commented on.   
Chapter Five will focus on the empirical findings and discussion of the research. The 
data received from the questionnaires will be analysed and discussed with reference 
to the literature in Chapters Two and Three.  The purpose of this chapter will be to 
discuss the findings based on the data collected from the questionnaires. 
 Chapter Six consists of the conclusions, limitations and recommendations of the 
research.  This chapter summarises the thesis, comments on the limitations that the 
researcher experienced while conducting the research, and makes recommendations 
as to how the organisation can manage the organisational culture in order to enhance 
and ensure the relevancy and commitment to the culture of “Amafela”.  
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CHAPTER 2:  
ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Through decades of empirical research, scholars have established abundant links 
between organisational culture and organisational performance. While previously 
businesses were either unaware of culture’s importance or believed it too difficult to 
manage, today they recognise that it can be used for competitive advantage (Tharp, 
2009). 
Tharp (2009) states that culture is a complex issue that essentially includes all of a 
group’s shared values, attitudes, beliefs, assumptions, artefacts, and behaviours. 
Culture is broad — encompassing all aspects of its internal and external relationships 
— and profound in that it guides individual actions even to the extent that members 
are not even aware they are influenced by it. Scholars tend to agree that the root of 
any organisation’s culture is grounded in a rich set of assumptions about the nature of 
the world and human relationships. 
A major concern of every organisation is how well its employees fit into it because a 
great deal of time, money, and effort are invested in preparing employees for their 
jobs. Concern has even been raised regarding discriminatory hiring based on 
employers’ judgments of job candidates as being unsuited to the organisational culture 
(Green, 2005). On the other hand is the concern about employees who leave their 
jobs because they feel there is a mismatch between their needs and the culture of the 
organisation. Nazir (2005) argues this point even further in stating that organisational 
culture is an important factor used to determine how well an employee fits into their 
organisational context, and it has been asserted that a good fit between the employee 
and their organisation is important. In addition, Nazir (2005) asserts that organisational 
culture also affects the commitment of employees within an organisation and that the 
strength of organisational commitment is correlated with the strength of organisational 
culture. It is usually understood that a strong culture is synonymous with consistency, 
because the beliefs and values of the organisation are shared relatively consistently 
throughout the organisation, and therefore, the management of culture can be treated 
as the management of commitment.  
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Thus, Hesketh and Myors (1997) noted that both the person and the organisation are 
import influences on adjustment. This is reminiscent of arguments stressing individual 
differences in successful socialisation and of some admonitions emphasising that 
greater attention should be given to employee needs as well as to organisational 
cultures. 
The term culture refers broadly to a relatively stable set of beliefs, values and 
behaviours commonly held by a society. Although it is derived from social 
anthropology as a framework for understanding primitive behaviour, the concept of 
culture has recently been widely used in the context of organisational societies (Kotter 
and Heskett, 1992).  
Irrespective of whether the organisational culture is strong or weak, it influences the 
entire organisation and affects everyone throughout that organisation. Organisational 
culture also has an effect on the performance of the organisation. 
Kotter and Heskett (1992) studied the relationship between organisational culture and 
organisational performance and their research came to four important conclusions: 
 Organisational culture is able to impact significantly on an organisation’s long- 
term economic performance; 
 Organisational culture’s importance as a factor in determining organisational 
success or failure will increase in the next ten years;  
 It is common and easy to develop organisational cultures that reduce an 
organisation’s long- term financial performance; 
 Organisational culture can be changed to enhance performance, even though 
organisational culture is difficult to change. 
The challenge of global competition highlights the importance of the concepts such as 
innovation, flexibility responsive to ever-lasting change. Organisations seek new areas 
for sustainable competitive advantage. Human resources are the most crucial factor 
to create an advantage, which cannot be easily duplicated by rivals and is specific for 
each organisation.  
The survey of the literature related to culture, will start by introducing what 
organisational culture is and thereafter look at the determinants of organisational 
culture. The study will then shift focus to the functions of organisational culture and 
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how do cultures form. The process of changing an organisational culture and the 
resistance to such change will also be unpacked. The literature survey concludes by 
dealing with resistance to culture change, Self-Directed Work Teams (SDWT) and 
organisational culture, organisational culture, and commitment and a thorough 
discussion on the organisational culture model. 
 
2.2 WHAT IS ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE? 
Culture is both a dynamic phenomenon that surrounds us at all times, being constantly 
enacted and created by our interactions with others and shaped by leadership 
behaviour, and a set of structures, routines, rules, and norms that guide and constrain 
behaviour. When one brings culture to the level of the organisation and even down to 
groups within the organisation, one can see clearly how culture is created, embedded, 
evolved, and ultimately manipulated, and, at the same time, how culture constrains, 
stabilises, and provides structure and meaning to the group members (Schein, 2004). 
Until the mid-eighties, organisations were, for the most part, simply regarded as a 
rational means by which to co-ordinate and control a group of people. They had vertical 
levels, departments, authority relationships, and so on. However, organisations are 
more than that. Organisations have personalities too, just like individuals. They can be 
rigid or flexible, unfriendly or supportive, innovative or conservative (Robbins, 
Odendaal and Roodt, 2003). Organisational culture refers to a system of shared 
meaning held by members, distinguishing the organisation from other organisations. 
This system of shared meaning is, upon closer examination, a set of key 
characteristics that the organisation values (Robbins et al., 2003). 
Commonly used words relating to culture emphasise one of its critical aspects—the 
idea that certain things in groups are shared or are common. Various categories, as 
suggested by Schein (2004), used to describe culture include: 
 Observed behavioural regularities when people interact: the language they use, 
the customs and traditions that evolve, and the rituals they employ in a wide 
variety of situations. 
 Group norms: the implicit standards and values that evolve in working groups. 
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 Espoused values: the articulated, publicly announced principles and values that 
the group claims to be trying to achieve. 
 Formal philosophy: the broad policies and ideological principles that guide a 
group’s actions toward stockholders, employees, customers, and other 
stakeholders. 
 Rules of the game: the implicit, unwritten rules for getting along in the 
organisation; “the ropes” that a newcomer must learn in order to become an 
accepted member; “the way we do things around here”. 
 Climate: the feeling that is conveyed in a group by the physical layout and the 
way in which members of the organisation interact with each other, with 
customers, or other outsiders. 
 Embedded skills: the special competencies displayed by group members in 
accomplishing certain tasks, the ability to make certain things that get passed 
on from generation to generation without necessarily being articulated in 
writing. 
 Habits of thinking, mental models, and linguistic paradigms: the shared 
cognitive frames that guide the perceptions, thought, and language used by the 
members of a group and taught to new members in the early socialisation 
process. 
 Shared meanings: the emergent understandings created by group members as 
they interact with each other. 
 “Root metaphors” or integrating symbols: the ways in which groups evolve to 
characterise themselves, which may or may not be appreciated consciously but 
become embodied in buildings, office layout, and other material artifacts of the 
group. This level of the culture reflects the emotional and aesthetic response of 
members as contrasted with the cognitive or evaluative response. 
 Formal rituals and celebrations: the ways in which a group celebrates key 
events that reflect important values or important “passages” by members, such 
as promotion, completion of important projects, and milestones (Schein, 2004). 
 
All of these concepts relate to culture or reflect culture in that they deal with things that 
group members share or hold in common, but none of them can usefully be thought 
of as “the culture” of an organisation or group.  
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2.2.1 The characteristics of culture 
Rashid (2004) explains that culture has five basic characteristics. It is learned, shared, 
based on symbols, integrated, and dynamic. All cultures share these basic features: 
Culture is learned. Culture is not biological, it is not inherited. Much of learning culture 
is unconscious. We learn culture from families, peers, institutions, and media. The 
process of learning culture is known as enculturation. While all humans have basic 
biological needs such as food, sleep, and sex, the way we fulfil those needs varies 
cross-culturally. 
Culture is shared. We share culture with other members of the group. This assertion 
enables us to act in socially appropriate ways as well as predict how others will act. 
Despite the shared nature of culture, that does not mean that culture is homogenous. 
Culture is based on symbols. A symbol is something that stands for something else. 
Symbols vary cross-culturally and are arbitrary. They only have meaning when people 
in a culture agree on their use. Language, money and art are all symbols. Language 
is the most important symbolic component of culture. 
Culture is integrated. This is known as holism, or the various parts of a culture being 
interconnected. All aspects of a culture are related to one another and to truly 
understand a culture, one must learn about all of its parts, not only a few.  
Culture is dynamic. Cultures interact and change. Most cultures are in contact with 
other cultures, as a result they exchange ideas and symbols. All cultures change, 
otherwise, they would have problems adapting to changing environments. Cultures 
are integrated, if one component in the system changes, it is likely that the entire 
system must adjust. 
 
2.3 DETERMINANTS OF ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE 
Martin (2001) points out that organisational culture previously depended heavily on 
the founders of the organisation, their personalities, and their preferred way of doing 
things. Martin (2001) also believes that employees go through a process of 
enculturation, in which employees enter an organisation and they first have to get to 
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know their boss and the way of doing things, through socialisation. This is then 
followed by an adjustment period, when both parties become accustomed to working 
with each other. Greenberg and Baron (2003) state that organisational culture can 
also develop through contact between groups of employees working together within 
the organisation, who begin to share ideas and actions in the organisation. As 
discussed previously, the socialisation process can therefore be seen to serve as an 
important source of being introduced to the culture of an organisation.  
In addition to the importance of the socialisation process, Handy (1993) indicates a 
number of other influences that determine the culture of an organisation: 
i) History and ownership: Organisational culture depends on the history of the 
organisation, as well as key decision makers because organisations mature 
and incorporate the cultures of their founders, key executives and dominant 
groups (Greenberg and Baron, 2003). The organisational culture is more 
enduring than the employee within it, because it existed before the 
employee joined the organisation, and will continue to exist after the 
employee has left the organisation (Martin, 2001). Ownership also has an 
impact on the culture, with the culture differing according to the different 
leadership styles. A new generation of organisational leaders will often alter 
the culture when they arrive at the organisation (Martin, 2001).  
ii) Size: The organisation’s size is often the most important influence on the 
type of organisational culture. In larger organisations, operations are more 
formalised, which basically means that the cultures of large and small 
organisations are different due to the natural function of the size of 
operations (Martin, 2001). 
iii) Technology: The design of the organisation has to take into account the 
nature of the work as well as the people, because the kind of technology 
used within an organisation will have an effect on the culture of that 
organisation (Handy, 1993). An organisation will emphasise employees’ 
technical skills in the values that govern its culture, if the organisation 
specialises in the use of advanced technology within its operations (Martin, 
2001). 
iv) Goals and objectives: Culture can be influenced by what the organisation 
sets out to achieve, yet the culture can also influence objectives that the 
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organisation seeks (Handy, 1993). Organisational goals can change over 
time as the organisational culture changes. 
v) Environment: The external environment is made up of a number of 
dependent and independent elements, and the way in which the 
organisation interacts with these elements alters the culture of that 
organisation (Martin, 2001). The nature of the environment is often taken for 
granted by the employees of an organisation within that environment, but it 
is important in determining the organisational culture. For example, different 
nationalities prefer different cultures; changing environments require 
sensitive and flexible cultures; and diversity in the environment requires 
diversity in the organisations structure such as with Employment Equity and 
Black Economic Empowerment legislation in the South African context 
(Handy, 1993). 
vi) The people: A fit between the organisation, its culture, and its individual 
employees should result in a satisfied employee. The individual orientations 
of key leaders in the organisation will have a significant impact in 
determining the dominant organisational culture, regardless of what it 
should be (Handy, 1993). This is the case in point at SPAR Eastern Cape 
where cultural fit is valued over experience.  
 
2.4 THE FUNCTIONS OF ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE 
Brown (1995) identifies a large number of functions that can be attributed to 
organisational culture. Some of the most significant functions include: conflict 
resolution, coordination and control, motivation and competitive advantage (Brown, 
1995). 
Greenberg and Baron (2003) have differing views of the role of culture to that of Brown 
(1995). They state that culture plays several important roles within an organisation, 
such as, it provides a sense of identity; generates organisational commitment, as well 
as commitment to the organisation’s mission; and clarifies and reinforces standards of 
behaviour. Greenberg and Baron (2003) continue by stating that if organisations serve 
these three important roles, then it will be clear that culture is an important force that 
influences employee attitudes and behaviours within organisations. This will result in 
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the employees being more committed to their organisation, and therefore they will 
deliver higher standards of service (Greenberg and Baron, 2003). 
 
2.5 HOW DO CULTURES FORM? 
At the beginning of any new organisation, a remarkable torrent of energy is released 
as employees struggle to make it work (Culture change – what and how, 2005). This 
is true with regards to SPAR Eastern Cape, as the organisation went about creating 
the culture of “Amafela Ndawonye” during the early years of its inception. Robbins et 
al. (2003) maintain that an organisation’s current customs, traditions and general way 
of doing things depend largely on what it has done before and the degree of success 
it had with those endeavours. This leads to the ultimate source of an organisation’s 
culture: its founders. The founders of an organisation traditionally have a major impact 
on that organisation’s early culture. They have a vision of what the organisation should 
be and are unconstrained by previous customs or ideologies. The small size that 
typically characterises new organisations further facilitates the founders’ imposition of 
their vision on all organisational members. 
Decenzo and Robbins (2001) agree that an organisation’s culture usually reflects the 
vision or mission of the organisation’s founders, because the founders had the original 
idea, they also have biases on how to carry out the idea. Carrying on in the traditions 
of the founder, other top executives affect the corporate culture of the company by 
their example. Employees take note of all critical incidents that stem from management 
action – such as the time that so-and-so was reprimanded or highly praised for doing 
a good job when not asked to do so beforehand, or the time that another worker was 
fired for publicly disagreeing with the company’s position (Culture change – what and 
how, 2005). 
A corporate culture seems to form rather quickly, based on the organisation’s mission, 
efficiency, product reliability, custom service, innovation, hard work, and loyalty. The 
culture captures everyone’s imagination and cultural change becomes a constant 
driving force (Culture change – what and how, 2005). As the reward systems, policies 
and work procedures are formally documented, they suggest what kinds of behaviour 
and attitudes are important for success and people become more reflective (Culture 
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change – what and how, 2005). Such situational forces, while important in shaping 
culture cannot compete with actions of key individuals. For example, the founder’s 
objectives, principles, values, and especially behaviour provide important clues as to 
what is really wanted from all employees, both now and in the future (Culture change 
– what and how, 2005). 
The corporate culture may be very functional at first, however. in time it becomes a 
separate entity, independent of its initial purpose (Culture change – what and how, 
2005).  The culture becomes distinct from the formal strategy, structure and reward 
systems of the organisation.  In a similar vein, culture becomes distinct from workers 
and even top managers.  All members of the organisation are taught/educated, 
through situational experiences (i.e. are directly or indirectly persuaded by the 
colleagues) to follow the cultural norms without questioning them or attempting cultural 
change.  After employees have been around for a few years, they have already learned 
the ropes (Culture change – what and how, 2005). 
2.5.1 Values and culture 
     2.5.1.1 Employee values 
Values represent what is important to human beings. All human groups develop    
norms and values. We bring along our values everywhere we go, including to the 
workplace. At the same time, the workplace and the people there influence our values 
and attitudes. We find that different groups in the workplace, such as occupational and 
age groups have different values. We face situations that demonstrate that every 
workplace shares knowledge differently, and we see that our co-workers may have 
attitudes towards organisational changes different from our own (Koivula, 2008). 
Common values ensure that members of a society understand each other, and without 
a great deal of negotiation pursue similar goals in a compatible way. At the level of 
society, values guide the fulfilment of the biological and social needs of individuals 
(Schwartz, 1992). 
Values are abstract rules of desirable conduct and goals developed to fit the conditions 
in which the society lives. According to Inglehart (1990), culture represents a people’s 
strategy for adaptation. The ecological conditions of the available modes of food 
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production as well as the international political situation establish both the possibilities 
and the constraints on this adaptation. 
At the societal level, values are stable because each value is surrounded by a 
cumulative net of meanings and interpretations (White, 1993). Culture changes 
gradually and reflects changes in the formative experiences of new generations 
(Inglehart, 1990). Change occurs because of a shift in ecological conditions (Hofstede, 
1980). Although cultures change in response to changes in the socio-economic, 
political, and technological environment, they also in turn shape that environment 
(Hofstede, 1980; Inglehart, 1990). 
Cross-cultural psychology has benefited from the broadly shared framework that 
conceptualises values as underlying the functioning of cultural units. Values are used 
to understand cultural differences when comparing nations, ethnic groups, and 
regions. Above all, the individualism – collectivism dimension has been employed to 
explain cultural differences. 
 
2.6 PROCESS FOR CHANGING ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE 
Changing organisational culture is a very difficult goal to achieve, not only because 
culture is largely unrecognised, but because once set, commonly shared 
interpretations, values, and patterns are difficult to modify. However, once it has been 
determined that culture change is a desired objective, members of an organisation can 
engage in a set of steps that will put a culture change process in motion (Camaron, 
2004). The outcome of these steps is a process for moving an organisation’s culture 
from the current state to the preferred future state.  
Camaron (2004) comments further that these steps initiate change in individual and 
organisational processes, conversations, language, symbols, and values, none of 
which by itself ensures that culture change will occur, but in combination they create 
a great deal of momentum toward fundamental culture change in organisations. 
a) Clarifying meaning  
The first step in culture change is to clarify what it means and what it doesn’t mean for 
the organisation’s culture to change. Moving toward one particular type of culture does 
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not mean that other culture types should be abandoned or ignored. It means only that 
special emphasis must be placed on certain factors if the culture change is going to 
be successful. Questions that may be addressed when determining what culture 
change means and doesn’t mean include: What characteristics should dominate the 
new culture? What characteristics will be preserved? What continues to be important 
about this culture type even though there will be an emphasis on another culture type? 
What are the most important trade-offs? (Camaron, 2004). 
The purpose of this step is to clarify for the organisation the things that won’t change 
as well as the things that will. Wilkins (1989) identified the importance of building on 
corporate character in any change effort, that is, on the core competencies, the unique 
mission, and the special organisational identity that has been created over time. An 
organisation should not abandon core aspects of what makes it unique, whereas some 
other aspects of the organisation will need to be transformed. Identifying what culture 
change means and doesn’t mean helps remind the organisation about what will be 
preserved as well as what will be changed. 
b) Identifying stories  
Martin (1992) states that since organisational culture is best communicated through 
stories a second step is to identify one or two positive incidents or events that illustrate 
the key values that will characterise the organisation’s future culture. That is, real 
incidents, events, or stories are recounted publicly in order to help individuals capture 
a sense of what the culture will be like when the new culture is in place. What will the 
new culture feel like? How will people behave? What is an illustration of when 
something consistent with preferred future culture has occurred in the past?  
The key values, desired orientations, and behavioural principles that are to 
characterise the new culture are more clearly communicated through stories than in 
any other way. Not only do these stories help clarify the culture change, but individuals 
are less anxious about moving into an unknown future when they can carry parts of 
the past with them.  
When the parts of the past being carried forward are examples of best practices, peak 
performance, and aspirational levels of achievement, organisational members are 
motivated to pursue them, they are clear about what is to be accomplished by the 
change, and they can identify with the core values being illustrated (Cameron, 2004). 
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c) Determining strategic initiatives  
Strategic initiatives involve the activities that will be started, stopped, and enhanced. 
They are actions designed to make major changes that will produce culture change. 
What new things must be started? What activities will be stopped, or what would have 
been done that will now not be done as a result of the culture change initiative? 
Most organisations have much more difficulty stopping something than starting it, so 
identifying what won’t be pursued is a difficult but critical step. What resource 
allocation changes does this imply? What new resources will be required? What 
processes and systems need to be designed, or redesigned, to support the change 
initiatives? In what ways can the organisation’s core competencies be leveraged and 
magnified so that the culture change produces a sustained competitive advantage? 
Identifying what is to be started is a way to help the organisation think of strategic 
initiatives that have not been previously pursued. Identifying what is to be stopped 
helps focus resources and energy so that non-value added activities — usually 
characteristic of the previous culture — will not inhibit the change process. Identifying 
what is to be enhanced implies that some activities being pursued currently can 
engender change if they are enhanced with more resources, more attention, or more 
leadership (Cameron, 2004). 
Strategic initiatives include the development of a leadership development programme, 
a unique employee ownership programme, and a budgeting process that set aside 
funds for entrepreneurial ventures and experimentation within the company. 
d) Identifying small wins 
The rule of thumb regarding small wins is to find something easy to change, change 
it, and publicize it. Then, find a second thing easy to change, change it, and publicize 
it. Small successes create momentum in the desired direction, inhibit resistance  -
since seldom do people resist small, incremental changes - and create a bandwagon 
effect so that additional supporters get on board. When individuals see that something 
is changing, even if it is small in scope, a sense of progress and advancement is 
created, and that sense helps build support for the larger and more fundamental 
changes. The biggest mistake made by organisations instituting a small wins strategy 
is that the first two steps are achieved but not the third. That is, small changes are 
initiated but they are not publicly acknowledged and celebrated. 
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The publicity accompanying the small wins is the chief momentum creator (Cameron, 
2004). 
e) Craft metrics, measures and milestones 
Cameron (2004) proclaims that determining the key indicators of success, what to 
measure, how to measure it, and when certain levels of progress will be noted, is a 
crucial part of the change process. An important shortcoming in most change 
processes, especially when the target of change is as soft and amorphous as 
organisational culture, is the neglect of hard measures of achievement and progress. 
Change requires the identification of indicators of success in culture change as well 
as interim progress indicators. A data gathering system needs to be designed as does 
a timeframe for assessing the results. What gets measured gets attention, so the key 
initiatives and outcomes must have metrics and measuring processes associated with 
them. Of course, overloading systems with multiple measures is a sure way to kill 
change initiatives, so the key to good metrics, measures and milestones is to identify 
a few that’s enough to be helpful, attached to decisions and resource allocations, 
attached to the key levers and indicators of change, and understood by those involved 
in the culture change process. 
f) Communication and symbols  
It is certain that resistance to culture change will occur in the organisation. Individuals’ 
basic way of life will be challenged and changed, and familiar territory will be altered. 
Fundamental aspects of the organisation will be changed, so culture change is sure 
to generate stiff resistance. Communicating the culture change process, therefore, is 
a critical tool in helping to overcome resistance and generate commitment. Explaining 
why the culture change is necessary and beneficial is probably the most vital step in 
generating commitment. Research suggests that people tend to explain “why” to 
people they care about and hold in high esteem. They tend to tell “what” to those they 
care less about or hold in low esteem (Cameron, 2004). 
Explaining “why,” therefore, communicates both caring and esteem to those involved 
in the culture change process. Sometimes in order to make a case for change, the 
current or past state is criticised or denigrated. The problem is, most organisation 
members were a part of the previous condition as well as part of the future culture 
change. This is true with SPAR Eastern Cape, criticism of the past therefore 
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diminishes commitment because it is interpreted as a criticism of organisation 
members’ previous best efforts. Instead of criticism, holding a funeral - celebrating the 
best of the past but outlining a future in which certain parts of the past will not be 
carried forward - is a more effective way to move past aspects of the old culture that 
will be buried and left behind. 
According to Cameron (2004) building coalitions of supporters among key opinion 
leaders, involving individuals most affected by the changes, and empowering 
individuals to implement aspects of the change process are also ways to help reduce 
resistance. Sharing as much information as possible on a regular basis, and as broadly 
as possible, helps inhibit the tendency people have to make up their own information 
in the presence of ambiguity or uncertainty. Reducing rumours by providing factual 
information, providing feedback on initiatives, and holding public events to share up-
dates are all ways to stimulate support. 
Finally, among the most important initiatives that accompany culture change is a 
change in symbols. Symbols are visual representations of the new state, so identifying 
symbols that signify a new future is an important part of culture change. Symbols help 
organisational members visualise something different, provide a new interpretation of 
the organisation, and provide a rallying point for people supportive of the change. New 
logos, new structures, new events, new charters, or other symbolic rallying points can 
be used (Cameron, 2004) 
g) Leadership development  
All organisational change requires leadership, champions, and owners. Culture 
change does not occur randomly or inadvertently in organisations, and it requires 
leaders who are consciously and consistently directing the process. It can also be 
argued that cultural change is the process that is driven by senior structures of the 
organisation, failure of such assemblies to lead the process will ultimately lead to 
process malfunction.  
Cameron (2004) asserts that the two key points should be made. One is that each 
aspect of the culture change process - for example, each strategic initiative, each 
communication process, and so forth - needs a champion or someone who accepts 
ownership for its successful implementation. Accountability is maintained best when 
specific individuals are designated as owners of the initiative - and an array of owners 
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help ensure broad participation and commitment. Secondly, not only must current 
leaders champion the culture change, but a cohort of future leaders must be prepared 
to lead the organisation when the culture change has been put in place. 
The new leadership competencies that will be required in the preferred future culture 
must be specified. Differences between current leadership and future leadership 
requirements should be articulated. Then, learning activities, developmental 
experiences, and training opportunities must be put in place to develop the necessary 
leadership competencies. Selection processes must be aligned with the strengths 
needed in the future culture, not just the way things are at the present time (Cameron, 
1997). 
An organisation can implement the following activities to help ensure that sufficient 
strength exists in the leadership ranks to lead the transformed organisational culture: 
 on-going  feedback processes with sponsorship and coaching,  
 formal mentoring by (mainly) senior executives,  
 management development and training programmes,  
 assigned reading material outside the normal work-related material,  
 attendance at professional conferences each year, 
 a formalised support group for high potential leaders, and  
 developmental and stretch assignments at work (Cameron, 1997). 
 
2.7  RESISTANCE TO CULTURE CHANGE 
Change today is constant. There is no stopping it and there is no standing still. In this 
way, change is a relentlessly powerful force pounding on organisations. The constant 
motion and lack of stability causes serious discomfort for people working inside 
organisations. Human beings have a strong need for consistency and predictability in 
their environment - in other words, people like comfort.  
Topping (2002) asserts that the desire for comfort is a very significant human 
motivator. The lack of ability for people to find equilibrium among this barrage of 
constant change wreaks havoc in organisations. Discomfort leads to resistance and 
denial. “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it” becomes a rallying cry. Resistance and denial lead 
to distrust of management and reduced levels of satisfaction. Dissatisfaction is de-
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motivational, and it results in decreased productivity and decreased levels of 
performance. The leadership imperative is especially strong in this era of constant 
change and transition. 
Using the model shown in Figure 2.1, an analysis of the major forces of change that 
are driving business today will provide a richer understanding of how and why they 
impact an organisation. The four principal forces include: 
• Intense competition 
• Demanding customers 
• Technology 
• Demanding shareholders 
Intense Competition 
It is difficult to identify an industry that is not experiencing intense competition. There 
is nothing new about having competitors in an industry, but the scope of competition 
and its ever-changing nature is continuously accelerating (Topping, 2002). 
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Demanding Customers 
Customers are much more demanding than they have ever been. Customers should  
Figure 2.1 Forces shaping change (Topping, 2002). 
Technology 
Companies struggle to keep up with technological advances. The difficulty lies in this 
rapid pace of technological change. Substantial investment is required in order to fully 
adopt a new technology, in terms of both finances and human resources. By the time 
the investment is ready to generate a return, the adopted technology has become 
obsolete, turning a competitive advantage into a significant strategic constraint before 
it ever had an opportunity to be sufficiently leveraged as an advantage. 
Demanding Shareholders 
With the great increase in institutional investing, companies have been forced to 
provide higher returns to shareholders than ever before. The imperative to meet 
expectations in delivering short-term earnings has forced executives to sacrifice 
sustainability for quick returns (Topping, 2002). 
Moran and Brightman (2001) define change management as the process of continually 
renewing an organisation’s direction, structure and capabilities to serve the ever-
Increased 
Competition 
Demanding 
Customers 
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Developing 
Technology 
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changing needs of external and internal customers. Chiung-Hui and Ing-Chung (2009) 
argue that resistance to change has usually been recognised as a significant factor 
that can influence the outcomes of an organisational change effort. According to 
Burnes (2004) change is an ever-present feature of organisational life, both at an 
operational and strategic level. Therefore, there should be no doubt regarding the 
importance to any organisation of its ability to identify where it needs to be in the future, 
and how to manage the changes required getting there. Consequently, organisational 
change cannot be separated from organisational strategy, or vice versa (Burnes, 
2004).  
Due to the importance of organisational change, its management is becoming a highly 
required managerial skill (Senior, 2002). Graetz (2000) goes as far as suggesting that 
against a backdrop of increasing globalisation,  deregulation, the rapid pace of 
technological innovation, a growing knowledge workforce, and shifting social and 
demographic trends, few would dispute that the primary task for management today 
is the leadership of organisational change. 
The early approaches and theories to organisational change management suggested 
that organisations could not be effective or improve performance if they were 
constantly changing (Rieley and Clarkson, 2001). It was argued that people need 
routines to be effective and able to improve performance (Luecke, 2003). However, it 
is now argued that it is of vital importance to organisations that people are able to 
undergo continuous change (Burnes, 2004). While Luecke (2003) suggests that a 
state of continuous change can become a routine in its own right, change can be 
perceived as a normal and natural response to internal and environmental conditions. 
Change management suggests that resistance is a natural reaction to change that 
always contains a coded message and happens on an emotional and not an 
intellectual level. Resistance to cultural change can destroy the change effort if it is not 
correctly handled by management (Dekker, 2005). 
Robbins et al. (2003) agree that culture is a liability when the shared values do not 
conform with those that will further the organisation’s effectiveness. This is more likely 
to occur when an organisation’s environment is dynamic. When an environment 
changes rapidly, as is the case with SPAR Eastern Cape, an organisation’s 
entrenched culture may no longer be appropriate and therefore consistency of 
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behaviour is an asset to an organisation when the environment is stable. It may, 
however, burden the organisation and make it difficult to respond to changes in the 
environment. 
It is important not to overcome resistance i.e. with logical arguments or even fight the 
resistance but treat resistance as an emotional process where feelings are involved. 
It is also important to pause and deal with resistance immediately (Dekker, 2005).  
Dekker (2005) declares that ignoring the resistance means to risk severe obstacles 
and barriers, which causes significant delays since the resistance will appear again. 
Therefore it is important that employees are encouraged to express their concerns, 
fears and perceptions. This can happen either in an anonymous way, i.e. through 
employee surveys or in face to face meetings. Typical forms of resistance or 
symptoms of resistance, beside the most obvious form of attacking, are: silence, 
debating unimportant things, staying away, coming late to meetings, flooding with 
detail, intrigues, and rumours.  
Resistance, properly understood as feedback can be an important resource in 
improving the quality and clarity of the objectives and strategies at the heart of a 
change proposal. And, properly used, it can enhance the prospects for successful 
implementation (Ford and Ford, 2009).  
2.7.1 Skills and competencies to address resistance to change 
Organisational change may be revolutionary or evolutionary, depending on the needs 
of the organisation. Most redirection solutions are revolutionary, with evolutionary or 
incremental changes used to modify and continuously improve the organisation 
(Burke, 2002). 
Organisational changes, including those using the paradigms mentioned herein, are 
revolutionary changes. This occurs when technology makes the company obsolete. 
This requires a whole new vision, strategy, and purpose for the organisation. 
Evolutionary changes are more small and frequent, such as implementing a new 
software package. The greater concern here is in making revolutionary changes 
(Burke, 2002). 
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According to Burke (2002) the two key skills that managers must have to build a 
coalition of change agents are communication skills and trust-building skills. 
Employees are in fear of losing their jobs, either from a change that they fail to adapt 
to or from resisting the change. Employers have to build trust, by celebrating mistakes 
and encouraging dissention so the organisation can learn from the reasoning behind 
the resistance. Communication is necessary to communicate the vision and the 
proposed changes. Communication is necessary to build and manage teams or action 
committees within the organisation. 
According to Anderson and Ackerman-Anderson (2001) change is an involving 
process that includes all organisational members. It begins with the acknowledgement 
that there is a problem and getting agreement on what the problem is. The leader sets 
the vision for what should be. The solution or alternative solutions are assessed and 
entertained as a group effort, complete with challenges and risks being brought to light 
by all participants. The team designs the desired state and analyses the impact of the 
proposed changes. Action steps are established and the implementation conducted. 
Each step or small achievement is celebrated, and modifications are made so as to 
continuously improve the process and ultimately the organisation. 
The change focus is on the process (Anderson and Ackerman- Anderson, 2001). The 
leader goes from being the controller to the facilitator of the process. The leader assists 
employees in seeing their role and contribution, to seeing the vision, and then in 
guiding workgroups to design and implement change as a collective. The leader is a 
catalyst for change, engaging others to their greatest contribution. They share 
information freely and celebrate the small and incremental accomplishments. 
Axelrod (2002) states that change leadership should also be an engaging process 
building on the principles of empowerment and collaborative leadership. This is no 
different than the material supporting transformational change and transformational 
leadership. An engaging process is not dependent on one lone-ranger styled leader. 
Engagement is not a command-and-control environment. Engagement seeks out 
ideas and challenges. It encourages active and proactive participation. It encourages 
and tolerates employees who act like they own the place. 
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2.8  SELF-DIRECTED WORK TEAMS AND ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE 
The concept of self-directed work teams (SDWT) as a leading work practice can be 
traced back mainly to changes in work methods in British collieries and Japanese 
factories. The idea spread later to the United States, where it was popularised by 
Kimball Fisher and others. Internationally, companies have learnt that the key to 
production effectiveness lies in the better utilisation of their own employees. They 
recognise that those closest to the work know best how to perform and improve their 
jobs and have found that to remain competitive means tapping into the vast, under-
utilised resource of knowledge within their workforces. 
From the early 1990s, SDWT started to receive attention in South Africa, and a variety 
of experiments was initiated, mainly in the private sector. These initiatives were usually 
associated with multi-skilling, team-building and work group empowerment, resulting 
at times in workforce downscaling and a change in the role and powers of mid-
managers and supervisors. Self-directed teams are small groups of employees who 
have responsibility for managing themselves and their work. Team members typically 
handle job assignments, plan and schedule work, make production related decisions, 
and take action on problems. 
Nel and Pienaar (2006) argue that SDWT require minimal direct supervision. The 
teams operate with fewer layers of management than traditional organisational 
structures. They require team members to learn multiple jobs or tasks and to take on 
many tasks that were once reserved for supervisors or managers, including hiring, 
firing, conducting appraisals, disciplinary action and scheduling tasks. 
McNamara (1996) defines a SDWT as a multi-skilled or cross-functional work team 
whose members are empowered to regulate their own affairs and are jointly 
accountable for delivering a defined value-adding product or service to the 
organisation. Fisher (1993) terms a SDWT as a group of employees who have day- 
to- day responsibility for managing themselves and the work they do with a minimum 
of direct supervision. Members of a SDWT typically handle job assignments, plan and 
schedule work, make production and/or service-related decisions and act on 
problems. 
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2.9  ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE MODEL 
There are different descriptive models that attempt to diagnose organisational culture 
in the field of organisational development. Harrison (1993) presents a theoretical 
model for the purpose of diagnosing organisational culture, which is adopted in this 
study. 
 
Figure 2.2: Organisational Culture Model by Harrison (1993). 
Harrison (1993) states that though the model is intended to be descriptive rather than 
evaluative, there is a tendency to perceive it in evaluative terms. This descriptive 
model creates an awareness of the culture gap between the existing and preferred 
cultures in an organisation (Harrison, 1993). Furthermore, this model maintains that 
organisational culture can be diagnosed in four cultural dimensions, namely power-
oriented culture; role- oriented culture; achievement-oriented culture; and support-
oriented culture (Harrison, 1993). 
The organisational culture model presented in Figure 2.2 indicates that the four 
dimensions of culture orientation are measured within two modes of operation, which 
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are formalisation and centralisation (Harrison, 1993). Both modes of operation can be 
measured on a scale of low or high levels. 
According to Martins and Martins (2003) high formalisation in an organisation creates 
predictability, orderliness and consistency”. In other words, a strong culture can serve 
as a substitute for formalisation. This suggests that the organisation’s formal rules and 
regulations, which act to regulate its members’ behaviour can be internalised by 
organisational members when they accept the organisation’s culture; this takes place 
without the need for written documentation (Martins and Martins, 2003). Therefore, 
low formalisation of rules and regulations could reflect a weak organisational culture. 
2.9.1  Power culture dimension 
Power-oriented culture is a dimension of the organisational culture model. In any given 
organisation there is a need to use power in order to exercise control and influence 
behaviour. Harrison and Stokes (1992) define power-oriented culture as 
organisational culture that is based on inequality of access to resources. Figure 2.2 of 
the organisational culture model indicates that a power-oriented culture organisation 
is characterised by high centralisation and low formalisation modes of operation. 
Brown (1995) states that a power culture has a single source of power from which rays 
of influence spread throughout the organisation. This means that power is centralised 
and organisational members are connected to the centre by functional and specialist 
strings (Harrison, 1993). 
This type of organisational culture can also be regarded as being rule-oriented in the 
sense that it focuses on respect of authority, rationality in procedures, division of work 
and normalisation (Hampden-Turner, 1990). The centre is formal authority and holds 
the power to control and influence activities within the organisation. 
In this type of organisational culture a dominant head sits in the centre surrounded by 
intimates and subordinates who are the dependants (Harrison, 1993). In this regard, 
a personal, informal and power management style becomes valued. Normally the 
organisational structure is a web structure that is hierarchical in nature (Brown, 1995). 
The web structure implies that the whole structural system connects to the central 
power while being hierarchical in nature means power is shared from top to bottom. 
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Power-oriented culture is found in both small and larger organisations. In small 
organisations, run by power-oriented leaders, leadership resides in a few and rests on 
their ability (Brown, 1995). Those exercising power strive to maintain absolute control 
over subordinates. In such systems, the size of the organisation is a problem, because 
if the web links to too many activities it can break. 
Harrison and Stokes (1992) indicate that in larger organisation at its worst power-
oriented organisational cultures tends towards a rule by fear, with abuse of power for 
personal advantage on the part of the leaders, their friends and their protégés. This 
would imply that in a larger organisation there is the tendency to instil fear in the 
employees and to abuse power. This can lead to nepotism and favouritism. 
In general, a power-oriented culture organisation often has a top down communication 
approach (Harrison, 1993). Such an organisation may be politically- oriented in the 
sense that decisions are taken largely on the bases of influence rather than on 
procedural or purely logical grounds. The management may be threatened by new 
changes imposed by internal and external environments (Hampden-Turner, 1990). 
Organisations try to rule their environment by exercising absolute power to dominate 
and control. As a result, some managers may experience the new managerial role of 
sharing power as losing power, because their authority used to come from hierarchical 
positions (Kanter, 1997). 
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Table 2.1 presents the disadvantages and advantages of the power-oriented culture 
dimension, which reflect the positive and negative effects of this type of culture in an 
organisation. 
Table 2.1 Disadvantages and Advantages of Power Dimension (Harrison, 1993). 
ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 
Unifies individual effort behind the vision 
of the leader. 
Can move quickly in the market and 
make rapid internal changes. 
Leverages the knowledge, wisdom and 
talent of the leader. 
Can provide direction and certainty; 
reduce conflict and confusion in times of 
emergency. 
People give the boss's wishes the 
highest priority, even when it interferes 
with important work. 
People are afraid to give bad news to the 
boss. 
People do not question the leaders even 
when they are seen to be wrong. 
People with power break rules with 
impunity and take special privileges. 
Information is a source of personal power 
and is restricted to friends and allies. 
People are promoted by being loyal to 
those in power even when they are not 
especially competent. 
 
On the other hand, power-oriented organisations also have a positive side. According 
to Brown (1995) the greatest strength of power cultures is their ability to react quickly, 
but their success largely depends on the abilities of the person or people at the centre. 
In other words, power-oriented organisations are able to exploit opportunities and 
react quickly to threats or danger. 
2.9.2  Role culture dimension 
In the previous discussion on power-oriented culture, it was demonstrated how power 
is associated with people in high authority. On the other hand, Harrison and Stokes 
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(1992) define role-oriented culture as “substituting a system of structures and 
procedures for the naked power of the leader”. This type of culture focuses mainly on 
job description and specialisation. In other words, work is controlled by procedures 
and rules that spell out the job description, which is more important than the person 
who fills the position (Harrison, 1993). 
Figure 2.2 displays the role-oriented culture as being high in both formalisation and 
centralisation on modes of operation. The figure further depicts this type of culture like 
a Greek temple with pillars (Harrison, 1993). 
Brown (1995) states that the strength of a role culture lies in its functions or specialities 
(finance, purchasing, production and so forth) which can be thought of as a series of 
pillars which are co-ordinated and controlled by a small group of senior executives (the 
pediment). This implies that the foundation and pillars of such an organisation are the 
formalised and centralised functions; which are controlled by role and communication 
procedures (Hampden-Turner, 1990). Such an organisation is often stereotyped as 
bureaucratic, because of its mechanistic procedures. 
Organisations with this type of culture is characterised by a set of roles or job boxes 
joined together in a logical fashion (Harrison, 1993). These roles or job descriptions 
are coordinated at the top by a narrow band of senior management. The common link 
between the power-oriented and the role-oriented organisational cultures is that they 
depend on the use of external rewards and punishments to motivate organisational 
members (Harrison and Stokes, 1992). 
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Table 2.2 describes the disadvantages and advantages of the role- oriented culture 
dimension reflect the positive and negative effects of this type of culture in an 
organisation. 
Table 2.2 Disadvantages and Advantages Of Role Dimension (Harrison, 1993). 
ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 
Well-designed structures and 
systemsmake room for efficient 
operations and reduce the time for 
learning jobs. 
Clear lines of authority and responsibility 
reduce conflict, turf battles, confusion 
and indecision. 
Clear, fair rules and guidelines protect 
individuals from exploitation and abusive 
use of power. 
Having good systems, procedures and 
organisational memory prevents having 
to "reinvent the wheel". 
Structure, routine and predictability 
provide security and reduce stress. 
People follow the rules even when these 
rules get in the way of doing the work. 
It is considered unacceptable to exceed 
one's authority or deviate from accepted 
procedures. 
It is more important to avoid deviating 
from the norm than it is to do the right 
thing. 
Jobs are so tightly defined that there is 
little room to contribute one's unique 
talents and abilities. 
People are treated as interchangeable 
parts of a machine rather than as 
individual human beings. 
It is difficult to get approval for changes 
that people give up on making needed 
improvements. 
 
According to Harrison and Stokes (1992), role-oriented organisations operate on the 
assumption that people are not to be trusted, so they do not give individual autonomy 
or discretion to members at lower levels. This culture results in a hierarchical chain of 
command, which creates stability and predictability. It can offer security for 
organisational members by offering a predictable rate of climbing up a pillar and a 
chance to acquire specialist skill without risk (Brown, 1995). In essence, this role 
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culture exists to ensure that organisational members do not make mistakes, while 
emphasising legality, legitimacy and responsibility. 
Role clarification is crucial in an organisation with a role culture. The emphasis of role 
clarification is based on technical expertise and specialisation more than product 
innovation or product cost (Harrison, 1993). This presents a limitation to an 
organisation with a role-oriented culture. Brown (1995) states that role cultures are 
likely to be most successful in stable and predictable environments over which the 
organisation is able to exert some control or where product life spans are long. 
Therefore, an organisation with this type of culture can find it difficult to survive in an 
environment that requires the ability to be adaptive and responsive to dynamic 
changes. 
2.9.3  Achievement culture dimension 
Harrison and Stokes (1992) define achievement-oriented culture as the aligned 
culture, which lines people up behind a common vision or purpose. Achievement 
culture is often referred to as task culture, which entails that organisational members 
focus on realising the set purpose and goals of the organisation. Brown (1995) states 
that a task culture is one in which power is somewhat diffuse, being based on expertise 
rather than position or charisma. Figure 2.2 illustrates that achievement-oriented 
culture’s mode of operation is high in formalisation and low in centralisation. This 
implies that there is a natural balance between formality and centrality of power, which 
is shared within the organisations. 
The organisational structure is like a net, with some of the strands of the net thicker 
and stronger than others (Harrison, 1993). Power is allocated based on a short-term 
horizon, such as projects classifications. The completion of a task is important as 
teamwork rather than the promotion of individual positions or work (Hampden-Turner, 
1990). Unlike role-oriented culture, where positional or personal power plays an 
important role, skills, competencies and expert power form the core of achievement-
oriented culture. Therefore, authority is based on appropriate knowledge and 
competence. 
The main strategic objective of this culture is to bring the right people together, in order 
to achieve the organisational goals (Brown, 1995). This suggests that the 
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achievement-oriented culture is similar to team orientation as a characteristic of 
organisational culture. Martins and Martins (2003) describe team orientation as the 
degree to which work activities are organised around teams rather than the individuals. 
By bringing together a spectrum of people who are specialists in their fields; the 
organisation is able to meet its market demand. 
According to Brown (1995) the strength of achievement culture is that in those 
environments where the market is competitive, product life spans are short and 
constant innovation is a necessity; this culture can be highly successful”. This is due 
to functions and activities that are team structured and evaluated in terms of their 
contribution to organisational goals. 
Teams of talented people and resources are brought together to focus only on specific 
projects or tasks. Stander (2003) states that the advantage of team, rather than 
individual, jobs is creating the high-performance, high-flexibility, and high-commitment 
organisation. This is due to the fact that teams generate positive synergy through 
coordinated efforts. While using teams is an advantage, the main weakness of the 
achievement culture in this regard is that it overshadows individual performance 
(Harrison, 1993). 
Mentioned below are the disadvantages and advantages of the achievement- oriented 
culture dimension reflect the positive and negative effect of this type of culture in an 
organisation. 
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Table 2.3 Disadvantages and Advantages Of Achievement Dimension (Harrison, 
1993). 
ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 
Unity of effort toward mutually valued 
goals. 
Reduced need for controls on 
individuals. 
High internal motivation. 
Maximum utilisation of members' talents.
High self-esteem for organisational 
members. 
Rapid learning and problem -solving. 
Rapid adaptation to change. 
People believe so much in what they are 
doing that the end comes to justify the 
means. 
People become intolerant of personal 
needs, and they sacrifice family, social 
life and health for work. 
The group members talk only to 
themselves and become isolated from 
others and from reality. 
The group only cooperates internally, 
which others see as arrogant and 
competitive. 
Because dissent and criticism are stifled, 
the group has difficulty correcting its own 
errors. 
The commitment to excellence at any 
cost leads to waste and inefficiency. 
 
2.9.4  Support culture dimension 
Support-oriented culture dimension differ from the achievement-oriented culture, 
which emphasises teams, because it promotes individuals as the central point in the 
organisation. Harrison and Stokes (1992) define support-oriented culture as an 
organisational climate that is based on mutual trust between the individual and the 
organisation. Thus, support-oriented organisational culture is often referred to as a 
person-oriented culture. 
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Brown (1995) states that a support-oriented organisation exists solely for the 
individuals who compromise it, and may be represented diagrammatically as a cluster 
in which no individual dominates. Figure 2.2 depicts the mode of operation of this 
culture as being low in formalisation and centralisation. 
The organisational structure is a benevolent cluster structure with minimal hierarchy, 
which implies less power control of employees (Harrison, 1993). Authority is assigned 
on the basis of task competence; this is similar to the role-oriented culture 
organisation. Power sharing and the influence of power can only be exercised where 
there is a need for expert or task competence (Brown, 1995). As a result individuals 
influence each other through example and helpfulness. 
The support-oriented culture resembles the people- orientation characteristic of 
organisational culture. Martins and Martins (2003) describe people- orientation culture 
as the degree which management decisions take into consideration the effect of 
outcomes on people. This implies that the well-being of employees is important to 
managers in this type of organisation. 
These organisations are normally small in size and people have worked together for 
a long time and have managed to build up personal relationships (Harrison, 1993). 
The relationships are characterised by mutuality and trust, which binds people to one 
another. Therefore, the relationship exists to serve the needs of the members. In this 
type of culture there is minimum formal and central power that replaces management 
control with consensus decision- making (Harrison and Stokes, 1992). Communication 
is often verbal or informal, and usually flows in all directions. Subsequently, decision-
making occurs through informal communication networks. 
Mentioned below are the disadvantages and advantages of support-oriented culture 
dimension reflect the positive and negative effects of this type of culture in an 
organisation. 
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Table 2.4 Disadvantages and Advantages Of Support Dimension (Harrison, 1993, p. 
38 - 39). 
ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 
Good internal communication and 
integration. 
High levels of commitment to decision. 
Sophisticated process skills manage 
people issues well. 
High levels of cooperative, effective 
group work. 
Good at sensing environment. 
Providing caring, responsive service. 
High trust between individuals and the 
organisation. 
Nurturing members for good health. 
Good balance for achievement culture. 
When consensus cannot be reached the 
group may become indecisive and lose 
direction. 
Disagreement may be avoided, there is 
surface harmony and covert conflict. 
Changes may take a long time because 
of the need to get everyone on board. 
People are rewarded in the same way 
although they might not have contributed 
in the same way. This could create 
frustrations. 
People may focus on relationships and 
neglect the work. 
Out of kindness difficult personnel 
decisions may be avoided. 
 
According to Brown (1995), in the person culture the individuals themselves decide on 
their own work allocation, with rules and co-coordinative mechanisms of minimal 
significance. In other words, work roles are assigned on the basis of personal 
preference normally based on the need for learning and development. Support-
oriented culture creates a conducive workplace environment that encourages 
proactive, experimentation and openness to change (Harrison, 1993). This suggests 
that the organisation values the talents of individual employees who also value their 
own work. Thus the organisation sees its role as resourcing talented individuals and 
the latter are allowed to make decisions. 
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2.10 ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE AND ORGANISATIONAL COMMITMENT 
Although some culture and commitment literature has suggested an organisational 
culture–commitment relationship, there has been little empirical investigation to 
substantiate this relationship (Silverthorne, 2004). Chen (2004) believes that 
organisational culture is vital in developing and sustaining employee commitment and 
intensity levels that often characterise successful organisations.  In accordance with 
the views of Chen (2004), the shared values that are an aspect of organisational 
culture assist in generating this identification and attachment to the organisation.   
Rowe, Mason, Dickel, Mann, and Mockler (1994) state that there is often a gap 
between the existing and preferred organisational cultures and the Harrison and 
Stokes (1992) questionnaire enables organisations to identify whether or not that gap 
within the organisation is present.  A cultural gap exists in an organisation when there 
is a difference between the dominant, existing organisational culture form, and the 
preferred or desired cultural form (Bourantas and Papalexandris, 1992). Bourantas 
and Papalexandris (1992) performed a study that assessed the effect of the cultural 
gap on the commitment of an organisation’s managers.  They (Bourantas and 
Papalexandris, 1992) found that the cultural gap negatively affects the commitment of 
managers towards their organisations.  Nazir (2005) states that although some 
research on assessing this gap in culture has been conducted, research is still limited.   
Organisational culture influences individual and organisational processes by 
generating strong pressures on employees to go along with, and to think and act in 
ways that are consistent with, the existing organisational culture (Greenberg and 
Baron, 2003).  This influence can either lead to enhanced organisational commitment, 
or hinder its effectiveness (Greenberg and Baron, 2003).  Deal and Kennedy (1988) 
offer a variety of elements within culture, for example, the importance of symbols and 
values, as a means of achieving employee commitment. Nazir (2005) agrees with Deal 
and Kennedy (1988) and also believes that employees of organisations can be 
committed to their organisation due to the similarity between their own values and 
those of their organisation.  Socialisation is an important process when it comes to 
integrating employee values with those of the organisation, and this socialisation and 
integration is likely to result in an optimum level of acceptability between the individual 
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and organisational values, which therefore increases the commitment of the 
employees (Nazir, 2005).   
According to Clugston, Howell, and Dorfman (2000) and Rowe et al. (1994), 
organisational culture has an effect on organisational commitment, and the right kind 
of culture will influence how effectively organisations operate and deliver their 
services.  Martin (2001) believes that a strong achievement-based culture would result 
in employees being more committed to and supportive of an organisation’s aims and 
objectives.  This commitment would result in employees being in active agreement 
with and showing support for the organisation’s objectives (Martin, 2001).   
 
2.11   CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Organisational culture is represented by a unique pattern of shared assumption, 
values, norms, attitudes, symbols, beliefs, rituals, socialisation, and expectations of 
the employees in the organisation.  The purpose of this unique culture is to establish 
a set of norms and standards that employees adhere to, and these guidelines affect 
the commitment of the employees within that organisation.     
For Schein (2001), another renowned author in the field of organisational culture, 
organisational culture is a set of basic assumptions that a group has devised, 
discovered or developed on learning how to deal with external adaptation problems 
and that have worked sufficiently well to be considered valid and taught to new 
members as the right way to perceive, think and feel vis-à-vis these problems. 
Schein (2001) conceives culture as a dynamic model that is learnt, transmitted and 
modified; he understands that the concept is broad enough to be applied in small 
groups, such as a work teams, or large groups, such as an organisation. Schein (2001) 
states that employees working at a formal and bureaucratic company may share 
values and basic assumptions that are much like those of an informal and horizontally-
structured company. Thus, this is why studies about organisational culture should not 
be limited to the observation of visible artefacts, but need to include interaction with 
members of an organisation for the understanding of their true meaning. Even 
explanations given by members of an organisation are insufficient, as there are 
assumptions that are deemed to be so obvious that people and groups are not aware 
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of them. These assumptions influence the entire interactive process of interaction 
between the members of a company, without them even realizing it most of the time 
(Fleury, 2009). 
These basic assumptions are not organised randomly. They are consolidated implicit 
cultural paradigms, with some order and consistency to guide human behaviour. 
However, incompatible and inconsistent assumptions may co-exist in a single 
organisation. Therefore, understanding the culture of an organisation implies a 
discussion of its basic assumptions (Fleury, 2009). 
Organisational culture expresses a set of values that have been built over the course 
of the company’s history, having been developed as part of its process of internal and 
external adaptation. Culture has deep roots and, in a way, it represents an 
organisation’s character. 
Any organisation can find itself with an archaic culture if cultural enhancement is not 
managed explicitly. Unattended, an organisational culture almost always becomes 
dysfunctional. Normal human behaviour such as fear, insecurity, over sensitivity, 
dependency, and paranoia seem to take over unless there is a concerted effort to 
establish an adaptive cultural change (Cultural change – what and how, 2005). 
People cope with uncertainty and perceived threats by protecting themselves, by being 
cautious, by minimising their risks, by going along with the culture that builds protective 
barriers around work units and around the whole organisation rather than question the 
status quo by seeking out cultural change initiatives, indeed cultural change itself is a 
threat.  Also adopting a cultural change strategy to create an adaptive culture requires 
risk and trust; employees must actively support one another’s efforts to identify 
problems and sponsor cultural change initiatives. This can only be accomplished by a  
very conscious, well-planned and united effort at managing cultural change, the secret 
to which is first establishing trust (Culture change – what and how, 2005). 
Employees enter into an organisation and are introduced, through a process of 
socialisation, to the organisation’s values, norms and beliefs. Through this process, 
employees will either fit in with the organisation’s culture or not. 
Various definitions of organisational culture were delineated in this chapter. 
Determinants and functions of organisational culture were also discussed. The 
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question of “how cultures form” was also addressed. In this chapter, the process for 
changing an organisational culture was unpacked. The chapter closed off by dealing 
with resistance to culture change, SDWT and organisational culture, organisational 
culture and commitment, and a thorough discussion on an organisational culture 
model. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 
“AMAFELA NDAWONYE”: THE DEVELOPMENT OF A TEAM BASED 
PARTICIPATIVE MANAGEMENT COMPANY CULTURE 
 
3.1  INTRODUCTION 
Willard Magxwalisa, employee at SPAR Eastern Cape, states that “Amafela” means 
“dying together”. According to Magxwalisa, this deep rooted commitment to team work 
is demonstrated in various ways for example, if one department finishes their work 
early, they would go and help another department that is falling behind without asking 
for any remuneration. The relationship between teams and employees thus knows no 
bounds. 
The SPAR Group Ltd arrived in the Eastern Cape in 1993. At the time, the Eastern 
Cape Province was a highly unionised province, it was known for its militant workforce. 
With this in mind, the Company decided to employ a young generation of employees 
with a minimum qualification of a Grade 12 certificate. The Company wanted to ensure 
that it had employees with a capacity to be developed in order to achieve its ultimate 
vision of a participative culture. 
The Company invested substantially on training and workshops in creating a 
participative team culture. The participative way of doing things became the most 
appealing way for the young generation to be led. 
In this segment, the beginning of “Amafela” will be conferred including the key 
requirements of “Amafela”. Implementation and creating an identity or owning of the 
process and ground rules will also be unpacked. The chapter will close of by 
discussing developing a culture through measurement tools, recruitment and selection 
and team involvement in disciplinary issues. 
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3.2  “AMAFELA”: THE BEGINNING 
When the SPAR Group took the decision to build a Distribution Warehouse in the 
Eastern Cape in 1992, it presented an opportunity to create a unique company culture 
that could be moulded from inception to fashion a specific desired outcome:  “A 
workplace based on an empowered workforce, working in Self-Directed Work Teams 
(SDWT)” (Skinner, 1994). The aim was to enable individuals and teams to respond 
speedily and intelligently to customers’ needs in order to gain a competitive advantage. 
3.2.1  Factors that enabled and contributed to the development of the culture: 
As a new division of the SPAR Group, the advantage was that the culture could be 
created as opposed to changing an existing culture. A small number of core 
employees were co-opted from other divisions, however, the majority of employees 
were newly employed. Although there was a basic structure and general company 
guidelines in place, this gave SPAR Eastern Cape the freedom to develop and employ 
new strategies and methodologies. 
3.2.1.1  Organisational structure 
One of the immediate benefits was implementing a flat organisational structure that is 
conducive to a SDWT environment. Flat organisations have relatively few, sometimes 
just one layer of management. Flat structures have a short chain of command and a 
wide span of managerial control. Flat structures offer the following advantages: 
• Communication 
Flat structure facilitates a greater level of communication between employees 
and management. They tend to be more democratic and offer a greater level of 
innovation. Communication is usually faster, more reliable and more effective 
than in tall structures. Direct staff input leads to more support for decisions and 
fewer behind-the-scenes power struggles and disagreements. 
• Decision-Making 
Lean and fit, flatter structures are more flexible and adaptable than taller 
structures. That level of flexibility means decisions are made on an “as needed” 
basis, which makes it easier to serve your clients. In a tall organisation, a staff 
member needs approval from a supervisor who needs approval from a 
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manager, and so on, before a decision is made. In a flat organisation, staff 
members have more power and can make some decisions immediately. 
Organisational structures with fewer layers of reporting often contain less 
bureaucracy. Decisions are therefore quicker, giving the company greater 
agility and mobility. 
• Performance, Production and Profitability 
The flat structure revolves around qualified and competent staff. Fully engaged, 
skilled work groups leads to happier workers and lower turnover. When 
employees are more responsible for operations, they take more pride in the 
company's success. Fewer upper management employees mean fewer 
managerial salaries, too. This can lead to a decrease in employee expense and 
an increase in profits. 
 
3.3 THE KEY REQUIREMENTS OF “AMAFELA” 
3.3.1.  Average age 
The average age of employees was below 27 years old. The advantage was a 
workforce who did not resist “new thinking”, but embraced it. 
3.3.2  Recruitment and selection 
The Company was able to select employees with characteristics and work- related 
values in line with the vision of the culture being created. 
• Higher Educational Level 
At the time in other divisions, employees employed at the lower levels (A –B 
grade of Patterson Scale) were of a basic educational level. In contrast, SPAR 
Eastern Cape was the first division in the SPAR Group to implement Grade 12 
as a non-negotiable selection criterion for all employees. The result was a 
workforce that was able to understand the requirements of, and positively 
contribute in a participative management environment. They were also able to 
engage intelligently in idea generation when presented with complex problems, 
generating and implementing workable solutions.  
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3.3.3 Recruiting for potential and attitude 
With regards to recruitment, the Company acknowledged education in terms of tertiary 
qualifications and experience, which were both important components of recruitment. 
However, the Company valued hiring for potential and attitude, because potential and 
attitude are traits that cannot be taught. The Company believed that a person with 
potential and great attitude could fit well within the culture of “Amafela”. 
 
3.4 IMPLEMENTATION OF “AMAFELA” 
Trevor Currie, the Distribution Director; and Conrad Isaac, the Human Resources 
Director and currently Managing Director, were the Change Leaders who were 
instrumental in the development of an empowered Company Culture. They had 
studied literature on the subject of SDWT and became the driving force behind the 
process. It was their powerful vision of an empowered workforce working together as 
self-directed teams that guided the process.  
Early methods employed to initiate the culture were the following: 
 Study Groups for Leaders: 
The book: Self-Directed Work Teams (Kymball Fisher), was used as the basis for 
discussion in groups regarding the understanding and implementation of the 
concept in the warehouse. This created both a theoretical knowledge base as well 
as initiating a unique methodology based on discussion and a practical trial and 
error basis of implementation of ideas generated. 
 Workshops for teams: 
Based on the Kymball Fisher book a series of workshops were designed by an 
external consultant that were used to create understanding of the key concepts in 
SDWT and the practical application thereof in the team.  
 Testing employees’ perception of the process via a generic questionnaire: 
Initially, teams completed questionnaires on a monthly basis. The questions / 
statements tested the efficiencies of the following key elements: 
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i) Participation in decision- making; 
ii) Level of empowerment of team members / teams; 
iii) Leadership style and behaviour of team leaders; and 
iv) Involvement in solutions / improvements of production processes, and 
implementation of ideas from teams. 
The testing was administered by the leadership team, and results appeared to be 
promising. However, when an external consultant conducted a survey using the same 
set of questions / statements, results were radically different and less favourable. The 
guaranteed confidentiality offered by an external party, enabled employees to respond 
honestly and a true reflection of employees’ experience of the process was obtained. 
The above-mentioned initiated the following process: 
Step 1:  Quantitative Analysis 
This step included the following sub-steps: 
i) Conducting Company Climate Survey and obtaining quantitative data 
and statistics.  
ii) Identifying and analysing trends, both positive and negative; what was 
going wrong; and what was working well. 
iii) Compiling core questions for a qualitative analysis, based on the above. 
Step 2:  Qualitative Analysis 
This step included the following sub-steps: 
i) An external consultant conducted individual and focus group interviews 
to explore the causality of the identified trends, using the core questions 
compiled.  
ii) Possible solutions to identified problem areas and / or ideas to improve 
areas of concern, were obtained from interviews. 
iii) As well as suggestions / ideas for maintaining positive trends. 
Step 3:  Feedback of both Quantitative as well as Qualitative Analysis 
This step included the sub-steps: 
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i) Leadership Feedback 
Feedback would be provided to the leadership groups first. In this way 
leadership actions needed were identified and a leadership plan of action 
for improvement resulted. By providing feedback to leadership first, it 
also enabled team leaders to be prepared for their team specific 
feedback. 
ii) Team Specific Feedback 
Team specific feedback would be provided to teams. The end result 
would be a team action plan for improvement. 
iii) Monitoring  
Monitoring of and ensuring of compliance to action plans by both leaders 
and teams. 
Step 4: Re-test 
Following the same methodology, the process would be repeated quarterly in the initial 
phase.   
Step 5: Look and Learns 
Groups of employees consisting of leaders and team members visited other 
organisations, which had embarked on the same or similar organisational path. They 
would harvest workable ideas and present these for discussion to their teams. If 
consensus was reached during discussion, these ideas would then be implemented 
on a trial and error basis. Ideas proven to be successful would then be adopted as a 
standard operating practice.  
 
3.5  CREATING IDENTITY, “OWNING’ THE PROCESS AND GROUND RULES 
3.5.1 Creating a unique identity for the process 
A competition was launched to create a name for the process. Employees submitted 
names and then the name was selected by way of voting. The approach was therefore 
participative and inclusive, and created a sense of “ownership”, that the process 
“belonged to” the employees.  
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“Amafela” was the name chosen to represent the process. It is derived from “Amafela 
Ndawonye”. In essence it means: “Dying together”. Many years ago, the king had an 
elite troupe of Impi who were assigned to protect him. Their allegiance to both the king 
and each other is encapsulated in this term.   
After the name was selected the process would be referred to as “Amafela” and 
became part of the organisational lexicon. It became synonymous with the concepts 
of teamwork, co-operation, and participation in decision- making, empowerment and 
the “KAIZEN” principle of continuous improvement. It fulfilled the very important 
function of both creating a unique identity for the process, and simultaneously 
providing a sense of “ownership” of the process to team members. It was perceived 
as “belonging to” the employees and therefore not experienced as a management 
driven tool. This ensured voluntary active participation in, and full support of, all 
aspects of the process. 
3.5.2. Unique identities for teams 
The same process as described above was used to create unique team identities. 
Teams now possessed a “chosen” as opposed to a “given” identity. They also created 
a “War Cry” or “Slogan” for their respective teams, which added to team identity and 
pride. For team members a strong sense of loyalty and “sense of belonging” developed 
as a result. 
3.5.3. Ground rules and team constitutions  
The following is a quote from the training material that was used when creating the 
ground rules or team constitutions for teams. It explains both the purpose and the 
nature of the teams’ constitutions: 
“We call the ground rules that guide our behaviour our team constitution” (Skinner, 
1994).  
It contains the needs and expectations in terms of behaviour the employees have of 
one another. It is the agreement in terms of how they will work together. A team 
constitution should be developed by the whole team, and will be binding on the whole 
team.  
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It is not a disciplinary code. It cannot supersede the Company’s Code of Conduct, nor 
can labour law be transgressed.  
It is an agreement of how the employees will act and behave in a team. It is not written 
in stone. Employees should revisit the constitution on a regular basis, but at least once 
a year or when they get a new team leader, or if a large number of new employees 
have become part of their team. 
 
3.6 DEVELOPING CULTURE-BASED MEASUREMENT TOOLS 
3.6.1 Team stage of development measurement tool  
As the process developed, it became clear that certain behaviours / actions of both 
teams and team leaders, were indicative of the stage of development of the team. It 
became necessary to develop a unique tool to measure the stage of development of 
each team, and the average stage of development for the warehouse.  An external 
consultant developed the tool. The tool incorporated aspects of Kymball Fisher’s book, 
as well as a number of other authoritative books available at the time, but was also 
firmly based on the practical experience gained during the process.  
The measurement identified behaviour in five stages of development for five key 
concepts: 
The key concepts in measurement: 
i) Team Leadership Style 
ii) Team Leader Behaviour 
iii) Decision Making  
iv) Team Behaviour    
v) Team Participation  
Method of application: 
The stage of development of each of the key concepts was determined and quantified. 
An overall stage of development was calculated for each team. The results are used 
to set goals for a 6 month period and actions needed to improve scores are identified 
and documented in an action plan.  
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Principal elements that emerged as essential in advancing team stage of development 
were: 
Meetings 
- Regular scheduled meetings 
Green area meetings 
Formal team discussion meetings. The purpose of such meetings is as follows: 
- Ensuring a complete and timeous flow of information from meetings at 
higher levels to lower levels and vice versa. (A Communication Best 
Operating Practise was established). 
- Creating and or expanding Meeting Ground Rules in Team Constitutions 
- Rotating the chairperson and other roles on a scheduled basis 
Team development; 
The company invested substantial amounts of money on training, with major focus on 
the following: 
i) Meeting Management  
ii) Brain Storming Techniques 
iii) Meeting Leadership and  other meeting  roles 
 
3.7 RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION 
3.7.1  Team involvement in recruitment and selection of team members 
The Human Resources Department followed the standard selection and recruitment 
processes normally employed in companies. The Human Resources Department in 
conjunction with Management would identify three equally suitable applicants and 
afford the team an opportunity to interview the applicants. The team would reach 
consensus regarding the preferred candidate, and make their recommendations 
regarding which applicant should be employed. Involving the team in the selection 
process lead to the following advantages: 
- Acceptance and ease integration of new team members into team. 
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- Support of new team members and willingness to “teach” new team 
members to ensure their success. 
- Team productivity maintained even when new team members were 
employed as a result of the above factors. 
 
3.7.2 Team involvement in recruitment and selection of team leaders 
Teams, who had achieved stage 3 in the Team Stage of Development Measurement, 
were allowed to participate in the selection process for the Team Leader position in 
the team. The process followed was identical to the one followed for the selection of 
team members.  Involving the team in the selection process lead to similar 
advantages: 
i) Acceptance of the new leadership role of the selected team leader. 
ii) Support of new team leader and a willingness to ensure their success. 
iii) Team productivity maintained as a result of the above factors. 
Each team member would have been given the opportunity to act in a leadership 
capacity in the team; therefore the team would have experienced first-hand the 
leadership capability of candidates. 
All team members received Team Leadership Training and were as a result 
adequately prepared for their leadership role. Team members also received training 
in Recruitment and Selection, and had the necessary skill base to participate in the 
selection process. 
3.8 TEAM INVOLVEMENT IN DISCIPLINARY ISSUES 
Teams were involved in all disciplinary matters, except when a dismissal could result. 
The team acted as an advisory “jury” in disciplinary matters, following the disciplinary 
code of the company. The Human Resources Department ensured that both Labour 
Law and the Disciplinary Code and Procedure of the Company were adhered to.  Team 
members received training in applicable Labour Law and the Company’s Disciplinary 
Code and Procedure. 
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3.9 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Employees at SPAR Eastern Cape have done extremely well to maintain the culture 
of Amafela. However, like any business, SPAR Eastern Cape has to review the way it 
does things. Hence the management of this organization have decided to embark on 
this process. 
Amafela is a powerful concept. When implemented with passion and great purpose, 
the process is bound to yield exceptional results, like it has done so at SPAR Eastern 
Cape. 
Leadership at SPAR Eastern Cape practise the belief of open door policy, employees 
have access to management to discuss any issue that may concern them. Hence then 
SPAR Eastern Cape remains non-unionised 20 years after it began its operations. 
 The following chapter will address the research design and research methodology. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
4.1  INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter One, the research problem statement and objectives were stated, while the 
germane literature concerning to organisational culture was discussed in Chapter Two. 
The purpose of chapter Three is to explain the research methodology relevant to this 
research.  Collis and Hussey (2003) define research methodology as the overall 
approach that the research process will take.  The overall approach covers the 
theoretical foundation through to the collection and analysis of the data.  In this 
chapter, the methodology that is used in this research will be explained, indicating how 
the research was undertaken within the scientific sphere of developing knowledge. 
Collis and Hussey (2003) state that research methodology is therefore concerned with 
the following main issues:   
• Why certain data was collected;  
• From where the data was collected;  
• How the data was collected;   
• When the data was collected   
• What data was collected; and  
• How the data was analysed.   
This chapter will offer answers to the above matters pertaining to this study.  With 
regards to “why the data was collected”, the research purpose and objectives, a brief 
elucidation of the importance of this research will be outlined in Section 4.2.  The 
research methodology pertinent to this research was used to achieve the stated 
objectives. The chapter begins by reviewing the research paradigm relevant to this 
research.  According to Collis and Hussey’s (2003) assertion that once the research 
paradigm is established, the choice of methodology is largely determined.  The chapter 
unpacks the sampling method used in the research and then defines the population of 
the study.  Subsequently the research instruments that were used for data collection 
will then be expounded in depth.  The reliability and validity of the instrument 
measurement that was used will also be discussed in this section.  A brief description 
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of how the data was collected and analysed will be given. Major emphasis will be 
placed on the steps that were taken to administer the measuring instruments.  The 
statistical techniques utilised in this research to analyse and test the data will be 
explained.  Lastly, the researcher will outline the ethical considerations taken into 
account when conducting this research. 
 
4.2  THE IMPORTANCE OF THE RESEARCH 
During the process of formulating “Amafela”, all employees were consulted and were 
therefore part of the process. This ensured employee buy in and support for the 
process. The culture of “Amafela” was a start-up culture and it worked well for a small 
operation. There is also no doubt that certain aspects or core values of “Amafela” still 
exist and have driven the success of the business and will continue to do so in the 
long-run. This assertion is based on the fact that the concept of “Amafela” has been 
truly embedded in the minds of the longer serving employees. However, the Company 
has become an established organisation and has grown immensely in the past 19-20 
years, hence the decision by current management to cultivate the culture of “Amafela”. 
 
The Company has also grown its employee base in the past 19 years. In an exercise 
conducted by the Company in May 2011, it found that 67 percent of its employees 
were employed from 2007 onwards. This creates a significant challenge for the 
Company and the effectiveness of “Amafela” in that more than two thirds of its 
workforce were not part of the formulation of “Amafela” and therefore it can be argued 
that such employees cannot be expected to buy-into a process that they were not part 
of from inception. 
   
In light of the above, and with the strong assessment that the culture of “Amafela” still 
exists and still has strong influences in the business, and also with a strong opinion 
that “Amafela” needs to be cultivated and together with the acknowledgement that a 
significant drive to entrench “Amafela” in the minds of the newer employees is needed.  
 
The role that organisational culture plays in an organisation can be divided into the 
functions of organisational culture and the influence that organisational culture has on 
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the different processes in the organisation. The functions of organisational culture can 
be summarized as internal intergration and coordination (Furnham and Gunter, 1993). 
 
Internal intergration can be described as mixing of new members in the organisation, 
creating the boundaries of the organisation, the feeling of identity among personnel 
and commitment to the organisation while the coordinating function refers to creating 
a competitive edge, making sense of the environment in terms of acceptable behaviour 
and social system stability which is the social glue that binds the organisation together 
(Martins, 2000). 
 
Willcoxson and Millett (2000) avow that in dealing with the management of 
organisational culture, it is firstly necessary to identify as fully as possible the attributes 
of the existing or new target culture – the myths, symbols, rituals, values and 
assumptions that underpin the culture. Subsequently, action can be instigated in any 
of several key points of leverage: 
 Recruitment, selection and replacement – culture management can be affected 
by ensuring that appointments strengthen the existing cultures or support 
culture shift; removal and replacement may be used to dramatically change the 
culture; 
 Socialisation – induction and subsequent development and training can provide 
for acculturation to an existing or new culture and also for improved 
interpersonal communication and teamwork, which is especially critical in 
fragmented organisational cultures; 
 Performance management/reward systems – can be used to highlight and 
encourage desired behaviours that may (or may not) in turn lead to changed 
values; 
 Leadership and modelling – by executive, managers, supervisors can reinforce 
or assist in the overturning of existing myths, symbols, behaviour and values, 
and demonstrates the universality and integrity of vision, mission or value 
statements; 
 Participation – of all organizational members in cultural reconstruction or 
maintenance activities and associated input, decision-making and development 
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activities are essential if long-term change in values and not just behaviours, is 
to be achieved; 
 Interpersonal communication – satisfying interpersonal relationships do much 
to support an existing organisational culture and integrate members into a 
culture; effective teamwork support either change or development in and 
communication of culture; and 
 Structures, policies, procedures and allocation of resources – need to be 
congruent with organisational strategy and culture and objectives (Willcoxson 
and Millett, 2000). 
This study will identify the key aspects of the current culture that are relevant in the 
modern way of running a business and those that do not exist, but need introduction 
and implementation. The benefits of this study will be the enhancement of the working 
environment thus increasing employee productivity and engagement, attracting and 
retaining remarkable employees, maintaining lower levels of absenteeism and labour 
turnover and ultimately increasing the profitability of the organisation. 
 
4.3 THE RESEARCH PARADIGM 
There is a general agreement that research is a systematic and methodical process 
of inquiry and investigation that increases knowledge and/or solves a particular 
problem (Sekaran, 1992). 
Sarantakos, (1993) argues that the purpose of research is to review and synthesise 
existing knowledge, to investigate existing situations or problems, to provide solutions 
to a problem, to explore and analyse more general issues, to construct or create a 
new procedure or system, to explain a new phenomenon or to generate new 
knowledge. Research purpose has three main classifications exploratory, descriptive 
and causal or predictive.  
A paradigm provides a conceptual framework for seeing and making sense of the 
social world. The significance of paradigms is that they shape how we perceive the 
world and are reinforced by those around us (Sarantakos, 1993). 
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According to Kuhn (1970), scientific paradigm is universally recognized scientific 
achievements that, for a time, provide model problems and solutions for a community 
of researchers. Paradigms focused mainly on the following questions: 
• What is to be observed and scrutinized? 
• The kind of questions that are supposed to be asked and probed for answers 
in relation to this subject? 
• How these questions are to be structured? 
• How the results of scientific investigations should be interpreted? 
• How is an experiment to be conducted, and what equipment is available to 
conduct the experiment. 
4.3.1  Phenomenological (Qualitative) research paradigm 
According to Lester (1999), the purpose of the phenomenological approach is to 
illuminate the specific, to identify phenomena through how they are perceived by the 
actors in a situation. This translates into gathering of profound information and 
perceptions through inductive, qualitative methods such as interviews, discussions 
and participant observation, and representing it from the perspective of the research 
participants. 
Phenomenology is concerned with the study of experience from the perspective of the 
individual. Phenomenological approaches are based in a paradigm of personal 
knowledge and subjectivity and emphasises the importance of personal perspective 
and interpretation. 
Phenomenological methods are particularly effective at bringing to the fore the 
experiences and perceptions of individuals from their own perspectives, and therefore 
at challenging structural or normative assumptions (Lester, 1999). 
However and according to Lester (1999) there are several problems with 
phenomenological research with regards to analysis and reporting. 
 Analysis 
The problem for many researchers with phenomenological research is that it 
generates a large quantity of interview notes, tape recordings, jottings or other records 
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all of which have to be analysed. Analysis in phenomenological research can be 
messy due to data that doesn’t tend to fall into neat categories. 
 Reporting 
Phenomenological studies make detailed comments about individual situations that 
do not lend themselves to direct generalisation in the same way which is sometimes 
claimed for survey research (Lester, 1999). 
4.3.2 Positivistic (Quantitative) paradigm. 
Positivistic paradigm represents one particular way of knowing. It asserts that people 
gather information through senses or people can discover it through some type of 
logical derivation or mathematical modelling. A crucial basis of positivism is that there 
are certain regularities in nature which can be observed and/or discovered. 
Kaboub (2008) states that positivism is adopted from David Hume’s theory of the 
nature of reality. Hume believed that reality consists of atomistic and independent 
events. Hume also believed in the use of senses to generate knowledge about reality. 
Positivism also adopted the Rene Descartes epistemology or the theory of knowledge. 
Descartes believed that reason is the best way to generate knowledge about reality.  
The positivist paradigm asserts that real events can be observed empirically and 
explained with logical analysis. Positivist research methodology emphasises micro-
level experimentation in a lab-like environment that eliminates the complexity of the 
external world (Kaboub, 2008). 
While the results obtained using experimental methods provide valuable insights into 
the nature of reality, those results may lack external validity. In other words, the 
relations observed in the laboratory may not be the same in the more complicated 
external world where a much greater number of factors interact (Kaboub, 2008). 
Racher and Robinson (2002) argue that the positivist position is grounded in the 
theoretical belief that there is an objective reality that can be known to the researcher, 
if the researcher uses the correct methods and applies these methods in the correct 
manner. Collis and Hussey (2003) agree with this notion by stating that the positivistic 
paradigm can also be described as a quantitative, objectivist, scientific, 
experimentalist, or traditionalist research paradigm.  
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According to (Racher and Robinson) 2002 the positivist position can be evaluated 
using the following criteria: 
• Validity – the extent to which a measurement approach or procedure gives the 
correct answer (allowing the researcher to measure or evaluate an objective 
reality. 
• Reliability – the extent to which a measurement approach or procedure give the 
same answer whenever it is carried out. 
• Generalisability – extent to which the findings of a study can be applied 
externally or more broadly outside of the study context (Racher and Robinson, 
2002). 
Positivistic Paradigm  Phenomenological Paradigm 
Concerned with hypothesis testing. Concerned with generating theories. 
Tends to produce quantitative data. Tends to produce qualitative data. 
Uses large samples. Uses small samples. 
Data is highly specific and precise. Data is rich and subjective. 
Reliability is high. Reliability is low. 
Validity is low. Validity is high. 
Generalises from sample to population. Generalises from one setting to another. 
 
Table 4.1: Features of the two paradigms  
Source: Researcher’s own construction adapted from Collis and Hussey (2003). 
A positivistic research paradigm was followed, due to the research being quantitative 
in nature (Remenyi, 1996).   
4.4 RESEARCH SAMPLE AND SAMPLING DESIGN 
Selecting a sample is an imperative element of conducting research. Sampling is a 
process used in statistical analysis in which a predetermined number of observations 
will be taken from a larger population. The sample should be a representation of the 
general population. According to Leedy (2001), a sample should be carefully chosen 
in order to ensure that the researcher is able to see all the characteristics of the total 
population and ascertain the impact on the entire population. 
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4.4.1 Sampling design 
In deciding on sampling design, the study will differentiate between the probability and 
non-probability sampling. The difference between nonprobability and probability 
sampling is that nonprobability sampling does not involve random selection and 
probability sampling does. Nonprobability sampling techniques cannot be used to infer 
from the sample to the general population. 
This research will make use of probability sampling. In probability samples, each 
member of the population has a known non-zero probability of being selected. They 
include random sampling, systematic sampling and stratified sampling. Leedy (2001) 
states that the advantage of probability sampling is that sampling error, which is the 
degree to which a sample might differ from the population, can be calculated. 
Non-probability sampling, members are randomly selected from the population and 
include convenience sampling, judgement sampling, quota sampling and snowball 
sampling. In non-probability sampling, the degree to which the sample differs from the 
population remains unknown (Leedy, 2001). 
The sampling frame of this study will be as follows: 
 Company’s Executive Team; 
 Pioneers of “Amafela” (Company Culture) i.e. employees who were involved in 
the formation of the Company Culture; 
 Senior Managers 
 Middle Management 
 The employees at lower levels of the organisation 
This study will use the stratified sampling method. 
Stratified random sampling 
In order to reduce sampling error or to ensure accuracy of results, the stratified 
sampling will be used in the research. It is regarded as being more superior to random 
sampling because it reduces sampling error. 
The stratified sampling method involves dividing the population into subgroups based 
on variables known about such subgroups, and then taking a simple random sample 
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of each subgroup. Stratified sampling is often used to ensure that there is no over or 
under representation of any members of the population (Collis and Hussey, 2003). 
In order for this study to be successful, the sampling frame will be divided into sub-
groups to accommodate all the variables. This is key to the success of the research 
and the outcome thereof. 
 
4.5 POPULATION OF THE RESEARCH 
In order to address “from where the data was collected” as stated in the introduction 
to this chapter, the population and sample pertinent to this research will be discussed 
in this section.  A population is any precisely defined group of people, events or things 
that are of interest to and under investigation by the researcher and from which the 
sampling elements are drawn (Collis and Hussey, 2003). SPAR Eastern Cape 
employs a total of 271 permanent employees.  The population of the research included 
all employees of SPAR Eastern. 
A sample is a subset and representation of the population that is selected for research, 
and it consists of a selection of members from the population (Bryman and Bell, 2007).  
The sample aims at representing the main interests of the research (Collis and 
Hussey, 2003).  Collis and Hussey (2003) add that a sample is compiled from the 
population, and is simply the elements or people that are included in the research. All 
employees at SPAR Eastern Cape Distribution Centre were encouraged to partake in 
the survey. The process followed with regards to completing the questionnaires and 
data collection is outlined in section 4.8 below. 
 
4.6 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
Collis and Hussey (2003) state that research methods refer to the various means by 
which the data is collected and analysed and gives effect to how the data was 
collected.  Based on the research objectives and the positivistic paradigm, surveys 
were the most appropriate for this research as large amounts of data could be 
collected in order to conduct statistical procedures effectively. Collis and Hussey 
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(2003) state further that the survey method of data collection tests a sample of people 
that are drawn from the population in order to make deductions about that population. 
Creswell (1994) explains that a survey provides a quantitative description of the 
sample being studied, through the data collection process of posing questions.  
Creswell (1994) states further that through the quantitative data collected through the 
use of a survey, the researcher will be able to generalise the findings from the sample 
of responses to the population.   
The survey was administered through the use of questionnaires over five days at 
SPAR Eastern Cape Distribution Centre. 
 
4.7 RESEARCH MEASURING INSTRUMENT 
The measuring instrument used in this research for the purposes of data collection is 
a structured questionnaire. The questionnaire is attached as Appendix A.   The 
questionnaire consisted of three sections: A, B and C. 
Section C of the questionnaire included three biographical questions relating to age, 
gender and years of service (tenure).  In this section, respondents were requested to 
select an option by making a tick in the box next to a statement reflecting their 
selection. 
Section B comprised of eleven headings each containing six sub-statements reflecting 
the current status of organisational culture at SPAR Eastern Cape.  Instructions as to 
how the questionnaire should be completed were reflected on top of the second page 
of the questionnaire. In this section, the respondents were asked to respond using a 
five-point Likert scale. 
The cover letter introduced the research. The letter also ensured that respondents 
understood the purpose of the research. This was Section A of the questionnaire. 
The questionnaire did not contain any open ended questions, where respondents were 
requested to add comments. 
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4.8 DATA COLLECTION 
To address “when and what data was collected” as stated in the primer to the chapter, 
the data collection process will be discussed in this section.  Figure 4.1 illustrates the 
process of data collection for this research. 
The questionnaire was administered and data collected from the sample (n=200) of 
SPAR Eastern Cape employees. The data collection procedure originated by the 
researcher approaching the Regional Executive Team of SPAR Eastern Cape for the 
purpose of obtaining approval to conduct the research. In this meeting, the benefits of 
the research were outlined and a draft copy of the questionnaire introduced and 
approved. 
The researcher then met with departmental heads to ascertain how the questionnaires 
would be administered in their respective departments. Departmental meetings to 
administer the questionnaires were set-up and agreed upon. Subsequently the 
respondents gathered in meeting rooms and completed the questionnaires. In these 
departmental meetings, the researcher explained the importance of the research and 
outlined the benefits thereof. 
The questionnaires were written in English and all respondents had no problem 
completing them. The Company has a strict minimum qualification of Grade 12, for 
hiring purposes, this assisted in the process of questionnaire completion. 
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Figure 4.1: Data collection process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Constructed by Researcher (2013). 
 
4.9 DATA CAPTURING 
The data capturing and the statistical analysis address the point pertaining to “how the 
data was analysed”. This question was posed in the preamble of this chapter.  Upon 
collecting the date, all questionnaires were numbered and captured the corresponding 
data in a spread sheet document.  This made it easy to identify problematic 
questionnaires and correcting them.  Once all the data was captured, it was transferred 
to a statistical data analysis programme. 
 
 
 
The researcher 
approaches SPAR 
Eastern Cape Regional 
Executive Committee in 
order to obtain 
permission to conduct 
the survey 
The researcher 
discusses purpose and 
benefits of the study 
and survey with 
Regional Executive 
Committee. A draft copy 
of the questionnaire is 
discussed and 
approved. 
Researcher and 
Heads of 
Departments agree 
as to how the 
questionnaires 
would be 
administered. 
Meetings are set-up 
and agreed on. 
The researcher facilitates 
the data collection 
sessions. The 
respondents complete 
the questionnaires. The 
questionnaires are 
collected after each 
session. 
Data from each 
questionnaire is captured 
in Microsoft Excel and 
analysed. 
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4.10   ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
  
Researchers need to have a firm understanding of what is considered right and wrong 
when researching (Remenyi, 1996).  Researchers are in a privileged position where 
they gain information from respondents, and are expected to perform their duties and 
use the information in an ethical manner (Remenyi, 1996).  Remenyi (1996) believes 
that there are three major aspects as to how research should be conducted ethically.   
 issues regarding the collection of data;  
 problems associated with processing the data; and 
 the use of the findings.   
In terms of data collection, the researcher ensured that the respondent’s identity 
remained anonymous.  The researcher also explained to the employees involved in 
the surveys the importance and expected outcomes of the proposed research. 
Once the data was captured in a spreadsheet document, it was statistically analysed.  
During this process the researcher made no attempt to omit or manipulate, and thus 
distort the data.  The researcher therefore acted in an unbiased manner, with no 
personal prejudices influencing the collection and analysis of the data. Remenyi (1996) 
is of the opinion that the findings of research should be used for ethical purposes only.   
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4.11 SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to sketch the methodology of the research. The chapter 
commenced by unpacking the importance of the research, with reference to the 
research objectives.  The phenomenological, positivistic and triangulation research  
paradigms were discussed, with the positivistic research paradigm  being the preferred 
choice for this study.  
The population, research sample and sample design of the research were described.  
The research methodology, a survey, was discussed, and then the measuring 
instrument that was used was examined in detail.  The data collection process was 
reviewed, as well as how the data was captured and analysed.  Finally, the ethical 
considerations that the researcher enforced were commented on. 
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CHAPTER FIVE:  
EMPIRICAL FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
5.1  INTRODUCTION 
 
The purpose of this research is to determine whether the commitment to the culture of 
“Amafela” and relevancy thereof at SPAR Eastern Cape is declining; by presenting the 
empirical findings, this chapter then gives effect to Chapter One.  The resolution of this 
chapter is to present the empirical findings of this research and discuss the findings in 
relation to the theoretical perspectives. A reference is made to Chapters Two and 
Three i.e. organisational culture and “Amafela Ndawonye”; the development of a team 
based participative management company culture, respectively. 
In the beginning of this chapter, the researcher will present the response rate relating 
to this study. The identification of the descriptive statistics regarding the biographical 
information of the respondents will then follow.  The assessment of the reliability of the 
measuring instruments will then be discussed. Such an assessment is established 
through the use of Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient.  
The evaluation of the profile of the existing and preferred organisational culture will 
then be discussed. The researcher will also present findings on the extent to which the 
SPAR Eastern Cape’s leadership principles and qualities influence the “Amafela” 
factors i.e. individual performance, customer focus, communication, human resources 
management, fun, innovation, decision-making, Amafela, organizational goal 
integration and conflict management. 
Finally, the extent to which biographical variables influence the current practice of 
“Amafela” will be presented. 
 
5.2  RESPONSE RATE 
The response rate achieved for this research is demonstrated by Table 5.1 below.  
The total population for this research was 271 employees at SPAR Eastern Cape, 
however only 200 employees were surveyed. The sample included employees who 
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could read and write in English. The total number of respondents that participated in 
this research was 151.  There were 149 questionnaires that were correctly completed 
while only two questionnaires were incorrectly completed and therefore unworkable 
for the purposes of this research.  The response rate i.e. the total number of responses 
divided by the sample size of the research was 75.5%, and the functional response 
rate i.e. usable responses divided by the sample size of the research was 74.5%. 
 
 
MEASUREMENT 
 
SPAR EASTERN CAPE 
Population 271 
Sample 200 
Unworkable Responses 2 
Functional Responses 149 
 
Usable Response Rate 
 
74.5% 
Total Responses 151 
 
Total Response Rate 
 
75.5% 
 
Table 5.1: Response rate. 
A workable response rate of 74.5% i.e. n = 149 is large enough for an expressive or 
practical statistical analysis and acceptable interpretation (Bryman and Bell, 2007). It 
can be argued that a response lower than 50% represents perhaps a minority, this 
indicates that an entirely incorrect generalisation of the population may be attained. 
The percentage obtained for this study i.e. 75.5% is therefore adequate and is more 
than abundant for the purpose of this study. 
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5.3  THE BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION OF THE RESPONDENTS 
A statistical package developed by a statistics consultant, Danie Venter from the 
Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University Statistics Department, was used to 
summarise the biographical information listed in the figures below. 
Appendix 2 contains all the frequency tables and bar graphs for the biographical 
information captured in the questionnaires, with the sample of 149 respondents 
(n=149).  
5.3.1  Gender of the respondents 
Figure 5.2 demonstrates that 100 (72%) of the respondents were male and 39 (28%) 
of the respondents were female. The gender is skewed to males as result of 
substantial physical graft in the logistics department of the organization. The logistics 
department enjoys the largest pool of employees at SPAR Eastern Cape. 
 
Figure 5.1: The number of male and female respondents. 
5.3.2  Age of Respondents 
Figure 5.1 graphically displays the age of the respondents. The common age group of 
respondents is between 30 and 39, with 75 (54%) of surveyed respondents falling into 
this category. There were 33 (24%) respondents falling in the age group of between 
20 and 29. Twenty four (17%) of the respondents fell into the age group of between 
Gender
Male Female
72%
28%
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40 and 49. Respondents falling between the age group of 50 and 59 accounted for 4% 
(5) of total surveyed respondents. The least common age group of the respondents 
was 60+,   forming only 1% (1) of the study. 
 
Figure 5.2: Age of Respondents 
5.3.3 Tenure 
The length of time that the respondents have worked for SPAR Eastern Cape is 
demonstrated in Figure 5.3. The majority of respondents, 59 (43%) employees, have 
been employed by the organisation for five years and less. Forty-five (33%) of the 
employees have been employed for a period of between six and ten years. 
Respondents employed for a period of between 11 and 15 years amounted to 21 
(15%). Only 7% (9) of the respondents were employed between the period of 16-20 
years, two (1%) were employed 21 and 25 years, with only one (1%) respondent 
surveyed falling in the category of 31 and 35 years. None of the employees surveyed 
fell in the category of between 26 to 30 years. 
 
 
 
 
AGE OF RESPONDENTS
20‐29 30‐39 40‐49 50‐59 60+
54%
24%17%
4%
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Figure 5.3: Tenure. 
5.4 INTERNAL CONSISTENCY OF THE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
The purpose of this section is to report on the reliability of the measuring instruments 
used in this research. This is important because reliability indicates whether or not an 
instrument’s measurements are free from error, therefore yielding consistent results 
(Collis and Hussey, 2003). 
5.4.1  Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient scores for the organisational culture 
questionnaire 
The reliability of the Amafela Ndawonye organisational culture questionnaire (Section 
B, Appendix A) was established by means of the Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient.  Table 
5.2 shows the Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for the eleven dimensions, namely; 
individual performance, leadership, customer focus, communication, human resources 
management, fun, innovation, decision making, Amafela Ndawonye, conflict 
management and organisational goal orientation. These eleven dimensions and factors 
are based on the Amafela Ndawonye organisational culture measuring instrument. 
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Table 5.2: Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient scores for the organisational culture scales  
   
FACTOR 
CRONBACH'S 
ALPHA 
CRONBACH'S 
ALPHA RATING 
Individual Performance 0.82 Excellent  
Leadership 0.90 
Excellent 
Customer Focus 0.94 
Excellent 
Communication 0.89 
Excellent 
Human Resources 
Management 0.82 
Excellent 
Fun 0.83 
Excellent 
Innovation 0.84 
Excellent 
Decision Making 0.89 
Excellent 
Amafela Ndawonye 0.73 
Good 
Conflict Management 0.89 
Excellent 
Organizational Goal 
Orientation 0.90 
Excellent 
 
Bryman and Bell (2007) indicate that values of 0.70 and above are typically employed 
as a rule of thumb to denote a good level of internal reliability. Values between 0.50 
and 0.69 denote an acceptable level of reliability, and scores below 0.50 denote poor 
levels of reliability.  Table 5.2 typifies that the Cronbach’s Alpha coefficients for all 
eleven dimensions are excellent. 
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5.5 ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE PROFILE 
The purpose of this section is to achieve the first objective of this research as stated 
in Section 1.2 of Chapter One, which is to scrutinise whether the commitment to the 
culture and relevancy of “Amafela Ndawonye” is declining at SPAR Eastern Cape.  
The organisational culture profile was identified using descriptive statistics, by 
calculating the frequency distribution, the mean and standard deviation (SD). Each 
organisational culture factor is shown in table 5.3 below. 
 
Table 5.3: Frequency distributions: F01.IP to F1-11.OC (n = 149) 
 
Factor 
Very 
positive Positive Neutral Negative Very negative Mean S.D. 
F01.IP 45 30% 72 48% 22 15% 5 3% 5 3% 2,15 0,79 
F02.Ls 47 32% 69 46% 21 14% 9 6% 3 2% 2,11 0,82 
F03.CF 83 56% 51 34% 8 5% 1 1% 6 4% 1,82 0,83 
F04.Co 57 38% 55 37% 19 13% 16 11% 2 1% 2,15 0,88 
F05.HR 25 17% 74 50% 33 22% 14 9% 3 2% 2,35 0,79 
F06.Fn 50 34% 67 45% 21 14% 6 4% 5 3% 2,13 0,81 
F07.In 17 11% 69 46% 45 30% 14 9% 4 3% 2,51 0,74 
F08.DM 45 30% 77 52% 14 9% 9 6% 4 3% 2,14 0,79 
F09.Am 44 30% 57 38% 25 17% 19 13% 4 3% 2,36 0,89 
F10.CM 19 13% 69 46% 34 23% 19 13% 8 5% 2,57 0,87 
F11.OGO 47 32% 73 49% 20 13% 5 3% 4 3% 2,07 0,79 
F1-11.OC  29%  45%  16%  7%  3% 2,22 0,65 
 
It is important to comment that the closer the score is to 1.00 in the mean column, the 
better the result. The mean scores of all the factors are below 2.60, indicating a positive 
result on average. A score between 2.60 and 3.40 represents a neutral position, while 
a score between 3.40 and 5.00 indicates a negative stance. 
A plurality of employees at SPAR Eastern Cape has indicated that a strong commitment 
to the culture of “Amafela Ndawonye” still exists and that the culture still remains 
relevant.  This is demonstrated in the last row (F1-11. OC) of the table (highlighted in 
yellow), where average overall scores are denoted. These scores reveal that 45% of 
the respondents indicated a positive stance towards all factors and with a respectable 
29% noting a very positive score. This result is compared to overall scores of 16% for 
neutral, 7% for negative and 3% for very negative, respectively. 
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A further profile of the existing and preferred organisational culture profile is 
demonstrated in the tables below: 
5.5.1 Analysis and interpretation of Factor One: Individual performance 
Individual performance is emphasised as an important goal, achievements in increasing 
performance are rewarded. Action is taken whenever individuals or procedures seem 
to be unproductive.  
Statements associated with this factor are: 
A People try to be highly productive 
B We try to do things better than last time 
C Achievement is highly valued here 
D We have bi-annual feedback on our personal performance 
E We are rewarded according to the quality of our performance 
F Action is taken about people who are not contributing 
The respondents scored this factor as follows: 
Table 5.4: Descriptive statistics: F01.IP.A to F01.IP.F     
 
A plurality of the respondents strongly agreed or simply agreed with all the statements 
listed above, bar statements E and F. Statements A and B received the most backing 
with 87% and 92% of respondents agreeing with the statements respectively. Statement 
E received the least backing with 31% of the respondents disagreeing with the assertion 
that quality performance is recognised. With regards to Statement F, 17% of the 
respondents disagreed with the notion that the organisation took action against 
employees who were viewed as unproductive. This is compared to 56% who agreed 
Factor Strongly agree Agree Unsure Disagree Strongly disagree Total Mean S.D.
F01.IP.A 66 44% 64 43% 8 5% 6 4% 5 3% 149 100% 1,79 0,96
F01.IP.B 65 44% 71 48% 1 1% 7 5% 5 3% 149 100% 1,77 0,94
F01.IP.C 52 35% 66 45% 10 7% 9 6% 10 7% 147 100% 2,04 1,13
F01.IP.D 54 36% 57 38% 16 11% 13 9% 9 6% 149 100% 2,10 1,17
F01.IP.E 26 18% 48 32% 28 19% 29 20% 17 11% 148 100% 2,75 1,28
F01.IP.F 23 16% 58 40% 41 28% 17 12% 7 5% 146 100% 2,50 1,05
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with the belief. Twenty-eight percent of the respondents were uncertain about the 
impression. 
5.5.2 Analysis and interpretation of Factor Two: Leadership 
Managers are respected for their expertise, and the decisions they implement. They 
communicate clearly the company goals and culture. 
Statements associated with this factor are: 
A Our managers show the drive to achieve 
B In a crisis we trust our managers to make the right decisions 
C Management is highly respected by staff 
D Our managers know what they are doing 
E Managers recognise the achievements of their staff 
F Our senior management set good examples 
The respondents scored the factor as follows: 
Table 5.5: Descriptive statistics: F02.Ls.A to F02.Ls.F 
 
A majority of respondents strongly agreed or agreed with assertions A, B and C. The 
three statements received a backing of 82%, 78% and 78% respectively. Management 
in the organisation is widely respected by employees. Management is also trusted to 
make wise decisions during a crisis. Statement D was also rated highly by the 
respondents with an overall result of 79%. The employees agreed that management 
are well equipped to execute their responsibilities. Even though the results for 
statements E and F are not significantly low, these two areas will need some attention. 
 
Factor Strongly agree Agree Unsure Disagree Strongly disagree Total Mean S.D.
F02.Ls.A 60 40% 63 42% 13 9% 8 5% 5 3% 149 100% 1,89 1,00
F02.Ls.B 43 29% 73 49% 13 9% 13 9% 6 4% 148 100% 2,09 1,05
F02.Ls.C 46 31% 70 47% 20 13% 11 7% 2 1% 149 100% 2,01 0,93
F02.Ls.D 35 23% 83 56% 22 15% 4 3% 5 3% 149 100% 2,07 0,89
F02.Ls.E 27 18% 64 43% 24 16% 21 14% 13 9% 149 100% 2,52 1,19
F02.Ls.F 41 28% 69 47% 21 14% 14 10% 1 1% 146 100% 2,08 0,93
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5.5.3 Analysis and interpretation of Factor Three: Customer focus 
Customers’ current needs are actively identified and future needs anticipated. 
Customers’ views are sought and listened to and feedback is used to make 
improvements. People take time to understand their customers’ markets and business 
pressures. 
Statements associated with this factor are: 
A Every effort is made to deliver quality service to Retail 
B Employees listen to what the Retailer wants 
C Retailer problems are recognised and dealt with promptly 
D Feedback from Retailers is used to make improvements 
E Regular follow-ups are made to ensure that clients are happy with the service 
F Employees are proactive in anticipating the future needs of the Retailer 
The respondents scored the factor as follows: 
Table 5.6: Descriptive statistics: F03.CF.A to F03.CF.F (n = 149) 
 
It is evident from this table that customer focus is valued in this organisation. All 
statements received totals of 70% and above, with respondents strongly agreeing and 
agreeing with the respective statements. Statement A indicates that 92% of the 
respondents are aware of the importance of delivering quality service to customers. 
Indications are also that employees listen to their customers and use the feedback 
received to create improvements. The organisation has, seemingly, instituted follow-up 
processes to ensure the full circle of customer service is completed. Even though the 
result for Statement F is not poor at 75%, the organisation would need to ensure that 
some improvements, with regards to anticipating future needs of its customers, are 
made. 
Factor Strongly agree Agree Unsure Disagree Strongly disagree Total Mean S.D.
F03.CF.A 93 62% 44 30% 4 3% 2 1% 6 4% 149 100% 1,55 0,93
F03.CF.B 72 48% 62 42% 8 5% 2 1% 5 3% 149 100% 1,70 0,90
F03.CF.C 60 40% 70 47% 12 8% 2 1% 5 3% 149 100% 1,81 0,90
F03.CF.D 63 42% 65 44% 10 7% 6 4% 5 3% 149 100% 1,83 0,96
F03.CF.E 49 33% 73 49% 14 9% 9 6% 4 3% 149 100% 1,97 0,95
F03.CF.F 42 28% 70 47% 26 17% 5 3% 6 4% 149 100% 2,08 0,98
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5.5.4 Analysis and interpretation of Factor Four: Communication 
Managers and subordinates communicate readily on an informal basis and meetings 
are held when necessary. People say what they really think and information on future 
plans, etc., is readily accessible. 
Statements associated with this factor are: 
A I can talk freely with my manager 
B Discussion at meetings is very free and open 
C Managers and employees have informal discussions 
D Managers call meetings for good reasons 
E I know in advance of any changes which are planned 
F I feel that I am in touch with what is happening in the organisation 
The respondents scored the factor as follows: 
Table 5.7: Descriptive statistics: F04.Co.A to F04.Co.F 
 
 
 
Statements A, B and D showed a convincing result of 78% respectively. Statement A 
at 78% is positive for the organisation in that the relationship between managers and 
employees is one of the key pillars of Amafela. Hence the organisation has remained 
non-unionised for a period of 20 years. At 68% statement F is a concern. For 
employees to be true ambassadors of a brand, they need to be well-informed about 
the activities in the organisations. Recommendations as to how the organisation 
should deal with this concern will be made in Chapter Six. Such recommendations will 
not deviate much from “Amafela” communication structures outlined in Chapter Four. 
Statements E and F are interrelated and should be dealt with synonymously. 
Factor Strongly agree Agree Unsure Disagree Strongly disagree Total Mean S.D.
F04.Co.A 68 46% 47 32% 12 8% 13 9% 9 6% 149 100% 1,98 1,20
F04.Co.B 59 40% 56 38% 15 10% 14 9% 5 3% 149 100% 1,99 1,09
F04.Co.C 48 32% 66 44% 17 11% 13 9% 5 3% 149 100% 2,07 1,04
F04.Co.D 53 36% 62 42% 15 10% 15 10% 4 3% 149 100% 2,03 1,05
F04.Co.E 23 16% 61 41% 33 22% 21 14% 10 7% 148 100% 2,55 1,12
F04.Co.F 33 22% 68 46% 28 19% 14 9% 6 4% 149 100% 2,28 1,04
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5.5.5 Analysis and interpretation of Factor Five: Human Resources 
Management. 
The right people are selected in the first place and effort is made to help them develop 
their skills. Promotion decisions are fair and objective and good people are valued. 
Statements associated with this factor are: 
A Absenteeism or slackness is not a problem 
B We select the right people to join us 
C Individuals are treated fairly 
D This organisation has good training interventions 
E We ensure that the right person is in the right job 
F This organisation makes the most of its employees' abilities 
Respondents scored this factor as follows: 
 
Table 5.8: Descriptive statistics: F05.HR.A to F05.HR.F 
 
 
At 27%, it is evident that in some areas of the organisation respondents disagree that 
absenteeism is not a problem. In Chapter Two, reference was made to the fact that 
absenteeism could be a symptom of a decline in culture. This is an indication that 
certain employees are unhappy about certain aspects of their employment. Statement 
E and with only 60% of the respondents agreeing with the statement, it seems to 
suggest that there could be an issue with regards to fairness when appointments or 
promotions are made. Statement F, with only a 69% result, suggests that some of the 
respondents are under-utilised in their current jobs and would like to do more for the 
Factor Strongly agree Agree Unsure Disagree Strongly disagree Total Mean S.D.
F05.HR.A 24 16% 59 40% 25 17% 22 15% 18 12% 148 100% 2,67 1,26
F05.HR.B 33 22% 70 47% 29 19% 12 8% 5 3% 149 100% 2,23 1,00
F05.HR.C 31 21% 64 43% 23 16% 21 14% 9 6% 148 100% 2,41 1,15
F05.HR.D 50 34% 67 45% 18 12% 10 7% 4 3% 149 100% 2,00 0,99
F05.HR.E 21 14% 69 46% 32 21% 17 11% 10 7% 149 100% 2,50 1,08
F05.HR.F 33 22% 69 47% 24 16% 12 8% 10 7% 148 100% 2,30 1,11
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organisation. The organisation should investigate how it and the respondents could 
benefit from this opportunity. 
5.5.6 Analysis and interpretation of Factor Six: Fun 
People look forward to going to work and enjoy the work they do. They have a positive 
view of the workplace, their colleagues and the Company's achievements. The 
Company organises social and other events for the enjoyment of its employees. 
Statements associated with factor include: 
 
A  People here work well when they are enjoying their work 
B  I enjoy the company of my colleagues 
C People stay late to finish something that interests them 
D It is not assumed that fun interferes with performance 
E The organisation arranges enjoyable social events 
F I feel that I would still come to work here even if I didn't need the salary 
Respondents recorded this factor as follows: 
Table 5.9: Descriptive statistics: F06.Fn.A to F06.Fn.F  
 
All the statements in this factor i.e. A, B, C, D, E bar F, scored remarkably well. It is 
evident that respondents enjoy working at SPAR Eastern Cape. The environment is 
clearly conducive to what the culture of “Amafela Ndawonye” stands for. This is an 
indication that the culture of “Amafela” is robust at SPAR Eastern Cape. Eighty-five 
percent of the respondents agree that the organisation arranges fun events, thus 
creating a fun work environment.  
Factor Strongly agree Agree Unsure Disagree Strongly disagree Total Mean S.D.
F06.Fn.A 70 47% 59 40% 9 6% 3 2% 8 5% 149 100% 1,79 1,03
F06.Fn.B 65 44% 63 42% 12 8% 2 1% 7 5% 149 100% 1,81 0,98
F06.Fn.C 45 31% 64 44% 17 12% 11 7% 10 7% 147 100% 2,16 1,15
F06.Fn.D 41 28% 69 47% 20 14% 12 8% 6 4% 148 100% 2,14 1,04
F06.Fn.E 56 38% 70 47% 9 6% 9 6% 5 3% 149 100% 1,91 0,99
F06.Fn.F 18 12% 50 34% 29 19% 23 15% 29 19% 149 100% 2,97 1,33
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5.5.7 Analysis and interpretation of Factor Seven: Innovation 
Time and money are committed to exploring new ideas. These are encouraged from 
everyone in the organisation and there are always plenty forthcoming. The 
organisation will try radically new ideas at times, even if it is not guaranteed that they 
will work. 
Statements with this factor include: 
A Radical ideas are utilised by the management 
B Time is made available to explore and develop new ideas 
C  People's failures are quickly forgotten 
D There is a minimum of red tape when it comes to new ideas 
E I can be innovative in this organisation 
F We thoroughly explore alternative approaches to problems 
Respondents recorded this factor as follows: 
Table 5.10: Descriptive statistics: F07.In.A to F07.In.F  
 
Some of the lowest scores in the findings of this study are found in this factor. When 
organisations fail to innovate or re-invent, their growth projection comes to a halt. With 
32% of respondents agreeing and with a mean score of 3.19, Statement C suggests 
that mistakes are not embraced in this organisation. Statement F with a result of 69% 
of the respondents agreeing that alternative approaches to problems are explored, is 
positive for the organisation. As a result, it would appear that these alternative 
approaches are discussed in the green area meetings, as was stated in Chapter Three 
of this study. Certain recommendations will be made with regards to dealing with the 
issue of innovation at SPAR Eastern Cape in the following chapter. 
Factor Strongly agree Agree Unsure Disagree Strongly disagree Total Mean S.D.
F07.In.A 20 13% 72 48% 37 25% 14 9% 6 4% 149 100% 2,42 0,97
F07.In.B 26 17% 77 52% 31 21% 10 7% 5 3% 149 100% 2,27 0,94
F07.In.C 3 2% 44 30% 48 32% 29 19% 25 17% 149 100% 3,19 1,10
F07.In.D 7 5% 62 42% 49 33% 18 12% 12 8% 148 100% 2,77 1,00
F07.In.E 36 24% 74 50% 27 18% 9 6% 3 2% 149 100% 2,12 0,91
F07.In.F 30 20% 73 49% 24 16% 16 11% 6 4% 149 100% 2,30 1,04
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5.5.8 Analysis and interpretation of Factor Eight: Decision-Making. 
Decisions are made promptly and on the basis of the facts, not personal prejudice or 
self-interest. People take responsibility for their decisions and are not penalised if the 
results are not as they expected, so long as the decision was soundly based on the 
facts available at the time. 
Statements associated with this factor include: 
A      Employees take responsibility for their decisions 
B      Employees who make clear decisions get on well here 
C     Our managers use a variety of decision making techniques 
D     We avoid making decisions before we have the necessary information 
E     When things go wrong we discuss it to ensure it does not happen again 
F     If decisions are changed there is a good reason 
Respondents recorded this factor as follows: 
 
Table 5.11: Descriptive statistics: F08.DM.A to F08.DM.F 
 
 
All statements i.e. A, B, C, D, E, and F in this factor scored very highly, more than 70% 
of the respondents agreeing with the statements. It is unmistakeably clear that there 
is a large degree of consultation and debate that occurs before decisions are made in 
this organisation. However, this may delay decision making. On a positive note, having 
input from a team allows the team to buy into the decision taken and therefore they 
will support it. 
 
Factor Strongly agree Agree Unsure Disagree Strongly disagree Total Mean S.D.
F08.DM.A 41 28% 77 52% 16 11% 7 5% 7 5% 148 100% 2,07 1,00
F08.DM.B 46 31% 76 52% 11 7% 8 5% 6 4% 147 100% 1,99 0,99
F08.DM.C 26 17% 80 54% 29 19% 9 6% 5 3% 149 100% 2,24 0,93
F08.DM.D 27 18% 79 53% 28 19% 9 6% 6 4% 149 100% 2,25 0,96
F08.DM.E 38 26% 83 56% 16 11% 6 4% 5 3% 148 100% 2,03 0,91
F08.DM.F 31 21% 76 52% 23 16% 6 4% 9 6% 145 100% 2,21 1,03
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5.5.9 Analysis and Interpretation of Factor Nine: Amafela Ndawonye 
Statements associated with this factor include: 
A When I joined the business I was inducted on “Amafela” 
B I know what the core values of “Amafela” are 
C “Amafela” is out-dated and should be replaced 
D “Amafela” should be re-invented 
E Keep the core values of “Amafela” and change the name 
F “Amafela” (team work) is the key driver of success in this business 
Respondents recorded this factor as follows: 
 
Table 5.12: Descriptive statistics: F09.Am.A to F09.Am.F 
 
 
To achieve a better Cronbach score, the researcher and the statistical consultant 
agreed to remove statements C and E from the survey. Statement A, with 71% of the 
respondents agreeing with the statement, suggests that not all employees were 
inducted into the culture of “Amafela”. This is denoted by 21% of the respondents 
disagreeing with the statement and 8% indicated they were uncertain. To ensure that 
the culture of “Amafela” does not decline, it is significantly important that all new 
employees are inducted into the Company Culture. An overwhelming 71% of the 
respondents agree that the culture of “Amafela” is the key driver of SPAR Eastern 
Cape’s success. Fifty-eight percent of the respondents agree that “Amafela” should 
be re-invented. The organisation should take advantage of this assertion, as the 
culture has not been revitalised in the past 20 years. 
Factor Strongly agree Agree Unsure Disagree Strongly disagree Total Mean S.D.
F09.Am.A 54 37% 50 34% 12 8% 20 14% 10 7% 146 100% 2,19 1,26
F09.Am.B 50 34% 56 38% 16 11% 18 12% 9 6% 149 100% 2,19 1,20
F09.Am.C 19 13% 36 24% 49 33% 19 13% 26 17% 149 100% 2,98 1,26
F09.Am.D 43 29% 43 29% 41 28% 13 9% 9 6% 149 100% 2,34 1,16
F09.Am.E 28 19% 42 28% 45 30% 20 13% 14 9% 149 100% 2,66 1,20
F09.Am.F 59 40% 46 31% 26 18% 12 8% 5 3% 148 100% 2,04 1,10
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5.5.10  Analysis and interpretation of Factor Ten: Conflict Management. 
Subordinates as well as management are encouraged to volunteer their views, and 
disagreement is seen as a positive attempt to improve things. If there is rivalry between 
divisions, then every effort is made to ensure that the outcome is positive for all 
concerned. 
Statements associated with this factor include: 
A Employees do not suffer as a result of putting up a strong argument 
B Disagreements do not lead to personal hostility 
C Staff may disagree with their manager without being penalised 
D Employees who express disagreement openly are regarded as being interested 
in improving things 
E Disagreement leads to improvement 
F Strong feelings are expressed and discussed openly 
Respondents recorded this factor as follows: 
 
Table 5.13: Descriptive statistics: F10.CM.A to F10.CM.F (n = 149) 
      
 
 
This factor is characterised by a very low percentage of respondents supporting 
statements A, B, C, D and E respectively. Also, a large number of employees seemed 
to neither agree nor disagree with the respective statements. This indicates that there 
is either an inability to deal with conflict or conflict is viewed as being negative and 
employees tend to steer away from it. This, potentially, could lead to matters 
Factor Strongly agree Agree Unsure Disagree Strongly disagree Total Mean S.D.
F10.CM.A 16 11% 69 46% 32 21% 20 13% 12 8% 149 100% 2,62 1,10
F10.CM.B 22 15% 66 44% 27 18% 25 17% 9 6% 149 100% 2,55 1,12
F10.CM.C 19 13% 67 45% 30 20% 21 14% 12 8% 149 100% 2,60 1,13
F10.CM.D 13 9% 67 45% 36 24% 23 15% 10 7% 149 100% 2,66 1,06
F10.CM.E 22 15% 69 46% 35 23% 16 11% 7 5% 149 100% 2,44 1,02
F10.CM.F 17 11% 72 48% 30 20% 19 13% 11 7% 149 100% 2,56 1,09
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snowbowling and becoming out of control. Certain recommendations suggesting 
different methodologies of dealing with this issue will be made in the following chapter. 
 
5.5.11 Analysis and interpretation of Factor Eleven: Organisational Goal 
Integration 
 
The overall organisational goal is clearly understood by all employees. Individual and 
subsidiary goals are in line with the overall company goals and all employees 
understand the contribution that they are making to them. Individual and group 
performance targets, reward systems and training all emphasise the overall company 
objective and are designed to expedite its achievements. 
Statements associated with this factor include: 
A We are told how the organisation's policy and strategy affect management 
decisions 
B Different parts of the company co-operate with each other to achieve the best 
for the company as a whole 
C Different groups in the organisation share the same goals 
D Efforts are made to resolve conflicts between the organisation's and the 
individual's objectives 
E The organisation's goals are clearly communicated to us 
F Performance targets take account of individual and organisation goals 
Respondents recorded this factor as follows:  
 
 Table 5.14: Descriptive statistics: F11.OGI.A to F11.OGI.F 
 
 
Factor Strongly agree Agree Unsure Disagree Strongly disagree Total Mean S.D.
F11.OGO.A 37 25% 72 48% 23 15% 10 7% 7 5% 149 100% 2,18 1,03
F11.OGO. 39 26% 81 54% 16 11% 8 5% 5 3% 149 100% 2,05 0,94
F11.OGO. 41 28% 77 52% 17 11% 10 7% 3 2% 148 100% 2,03 0,92
F11.OGO. 33 22% 71 48% 32 21% 8 5% 5 3% 149 100% 2,20 0,96
F11.OGO. 56 38% 74 50% 7 5% 8 5% 4 3% 149 100% 1,86 0,93
F11.OGO. 43 29% 74 50% 16 11% 10 7% 6 4% 149 100% 2,07 1,01
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Results in this factor range from 70% and above of respondents agreeing with the 
statements of this factor. It is evident then that the respondents are aware of 
organizational goals and objectives. Results in this factor also suggest that there is 
great collaboration between teams in this organisation, hence the phenomenal 
success. Statement F, with 79% of the respondents approving that individual 
performance is interconnected to individual goals should satisfy the organisation. Such 
a statement asserts that the organisation is pulling in the right direction. 
 
5.6 THE EXTENT TO WHICH LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES AND QUALITIES 
INFLUENCE THE “AMAFELA” FACTORS 
This section gives effect to the third research objective, namely to  measure the extent 
to which the SPAR Eastern Cape’s leadership principles and qualities influence the 
afore-mentioned “Amafela” factors i.e.  individual performance; customer focus; 
communication; human resources management; fun; innovation; decision making; 
Amafela, organisational goal integration and conflict management; as stated in Section 
1.2 in Chapter One. 
In the questionnaire, Appendix 1, some of the Amafela leadership qualities and 
principles are listed as follows: 
 Our managers show the drive to achieve 
 In a crisis we trust our managers to make the right decisions 
 Management is highly respected by staff 
 Our managers know what they are doing 
 Managers recognise the achievements of their staff 
 Our senior management set good examples 
 
According to Wagner (2010), the reliability of the estimate of y is determined by the 
strength of the relationship between the x and the y variables. A strong relationship 
will result in a more accurate and reliable estimate of y. Wagner (2010) states further 
that correlation analysis measures the strength of the linear association between x 
and y.  The statistical measure is called Pearson’s correlation coefficient. To give effect 
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to the third research objective or to compute the extent to which leadership qualities 
and principles influence the “Amafela” factors, the researcher will make use of the 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient. 
Table 5.15: Descriptive statistics Pearson product moment morrelations - Leadership and other factors 
(n = 149) 
Factor 
Correlation 
Coefficient (r)  
F08.DM .796 
F04.Co .783 
F05.HR .767 
F01.IP .755 
F07.In .697 
F11.OGO .677 
F06.Fn .649 
F10.CM .550 
F03.CF .548 
F09.Am .383 
 
Correlation is statistically significant at .05 level for n = 149 if |r| > .184. Correlation is 
practically significant if |r| > .300; if |r| > .500 then strong correlation exists. A 
correlation does not imply a cause and effect relationship. It is merely an observed 
statistical association.  
Table 5.16 below shows the Pearson’s correlation coefficient for the third research 
objective i.e. “the extent to which leadership qualities and principles influence the 
“Amafela” factors”. The sample correlation coefficients range from a minimum of 0.334 
to a maximum of 0.796.  
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Table 5.16: Pearson Product Moment Correlations (n = 149) 
Factor F01.IP F02.Ls F03.CF F04.Co F05.HR F06.Fn F07.In F08.DM F09.Am F10.CM
F01.IP - ,755 ,687 ,660 ,673 ,646 ,718 ,715 ,400 ,487 
F02.Ls ,755 - ,548 ,783 ,767 ,649 ,697 ,796 ,383 ,550 
F03.CF ,687 ,548 - ,534 ,552 ,604 ,563 ,697 ,369 ,387 
F04.Co ,660 ,783 ,534 - ,707 ,668 ,620 ,745 ,355 ,627 
F05.HR ,673 ,767 ,552 ,707 - ,693 ,684 ,768 ,401 ,618 
F06.Fn ,646 ,649 ,604 ,668 ,693 - ,603 ,712 ,334 ,560 
F07.In ,718 ,697 ,563 ,620 ,684 ,603 - ,705 ,360 ,591 
F08.DM ,715 ,796 ,697 ,745 ,768 ,712 ,705 - ,465 ,689 
F09.Am ,400 ,383 ,369 ,355 ,401 ,334 ,360 ,465 - ,334 
F10.CM ,487 ,550 ,387 ,627 ,618 ,560 ,591 ,689 ,334 - 
F11.OGO ,649 ,677 ,605 ,713 ,631 ,690 ,597 ,751 ,390 ,581 
  
The minimum sample correlation coefficient of 0.334 is positive and the maximum 
sample correlation coefficient of 0.796 is relatively close to + 1, hence then the 
association between SPAR Eastern Cape’s leadership principles and qualities and the 
“Amafela” qualities is strong and positive. Thus the leadership principles and qualities, 
of the organisation, specifically the way they are practiced, have an effect on “Amafela” 
factors. 
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5.7    RANKING OF THE “AMAFELA” FACTORS AND MEANING THEREOF 
The table below illustrates the ranking of all eleven factors of “Amafela”. Table 5.17   
reveals as follows: 
Table 5.17: Ranking of dimensions 
      Low  High 
Variable  Rank  Significant Group  n  Mean  S.D. 
95% Confidence 
Interval 
F10.CM  1  1  149  2,57  0,87  2,43  2,71 
F07.In  1  1  149  2,51  0,74  2,39  2,63 
F09.Am  3  2  149  2,36  0,89  2,22  2,51 
F05.HR  3  2  149  2,35  0,79  2,23  2,48 
F01.IP  6  4  149  2,15  0,79  2,03  2,28 
F04.Co  6  4  149  2,15  0,88  2,01  2,29 
F08.DM  8  5  149  2,14  0,79  2,01  2,26 
F06.Fn  8  5  149  2,13  0,81  2,00  2,26 
F02.Ls  8  5  149  2,11  0,82  1,98  2,24 
F11.OGO  8  5  149  2,07  0,79  1,94  2,19 
F03.CF  12  6  149  1,82  0,83  1,69  1,95 
 
It is important to note that the eleven factors are ranked from strongly disagree to 
strongly agree. The first variable in the table i.e. F10. CM scored last. With the 2.57 
and a standard deviation of 0.87, conflict management is less favourable with most of 
the respondents. 
With a mean of 1.82 and a standard deviation of 0.83, customer focus received the 
most favourable responses.  
 
5.8    SUMMARY 
The empirical results of this research were distinctly offered and discussed in this  
chapter.  Firstly, the response rate was acknowledged.  Secondly, the descriptive 
statistics regarding selected biographical variables was examined and illustrated with 
the use of pie charts.  The internal consistency of the measuring instruments of this 
research was tested through the utilisation of the Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient.  The 
next stage of this chapter was to assess the organisational culture profile. A further 
profile analysis of the existing organisational culture was thoroughly dissected through 
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the exploration of the “Amafela” factors. The extent to which leadership qualities and 
principles influence the “Amafela” factors was also analysed. The chapter ended by 
unpacking the ultimate ranking score of all factors. 
The following chapter concludes the research and identifies any recommendations 
and limitations relevant to the research. 
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CHAPTER 6:  
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
6.1  BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF THE RESEARCH   
In 1993, SPAR Eastern Cape employees and leadership instituted a concept of 
“Amafela Ndawonye”. This unique company culture could be moulded from inception 
to mould a specific desired outcome:  A workplace based on an empowered workforce, 
working in Self-Directed Work Teams. The aim was to enable individuals and teams 
to respond speedily and intelligently to customers’ needs in order to gain a competitive 
advantage. 
The primary objective of this study is to scrutinise whether the commitment to the 
culture of “Amafela” and relevancy thereof is declining at SPAR Eastern Cape. The 
first step in achieving this objective was an in-depth theoretical study.  The second 
step was an empirical survey that was conducted to canvas the opinions of employees 
at SPAR Eastern Cape.     
A concise episode by episode synopsis of the modus in which the purpose and 
objectives of this research was met is presented below.  Chapter One served as an 
introduction and orientation to the research in terms of the purpose, objectives and 
research design and methodology.  Chapter One also contained a summary of the 
primary and secondary sources related to the research, which were obtained from 
both national and international sources.  The demarcation of the field of study and 
approach of the thesis was also dealt with in Chapter One.   
Organisational culture literature was assessed in Chapter Two.  Organisational culture 
definitions were discussed.  Shared assumptions, shared values, shared 
socialisations and norms, as well as shared symbols, languages, narratives and 
practices were also discussed in Chapter Two.  What organisational culture is and the 
characteristics thereof were discussed in the first part of this chapter.  Chapter Two 
also included determinants and functions of organisational culture, as well as how do 
cultures form and the process for changing organisational culture.  This was followed 
with a confab on the resistance to culture change and the emphasis on the importance 
of self-directed work teams and organisational culture. Chapter Two concluded with a 
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discussion on the relationship between organisational culture and organisational 
commitment and an organisational culture model.  
Chapter Three evaluated the literature pertaining to “Amafela Ndawonye”: the 
development of a team based participative management company culture. The 
chapter commences by unpacking the factors that enabled and contributed to the 
development of the culture of “Amafela”. The key requirements of “Amafela” and the 
implementation thereof were also discussed. The process of creating an identity for 
“Amafela”, owning the process and ground rules were explained. The chapter 
concluded by clarifying the roles expected from teams with regards to recruitment and 
selection and the team involvement pertaining to disciplinary issues. 
The focus of Chapter Four was on the research design and methodology applied in 
this research.  The research paradigm, research population and sample, as well as 
the research method were explained.  The measuring instruments utilized in this 
research were discussed and the reliability and validity of these research measuring 
instruments, was also explained.  Chapter Four also examined the data collection, 
data capturing and statistical analysis process.  Lastly, the ethical considerations 
pertaining to this research were also mentioned.   
Chapter Five dealt with the empirical findings and results of this research and it 
discussed those results with some reference to the literature.  Chapter Five identified 
the response rate, as well as the existing and preferred organisational culture profiles.   
 
6.2 CONCLUSIONS OF FINDINGS   
The conclusions with regards to the empirical findings will be highlighted in the  
following order:  
 The organisational culture profile. 
 The internal consistency of the measuring instrument. 
 Extent to which leadership principles and qualities influence the 
“Amafela” factors. 
 Ranking of the “Amafela” factors and meaning thereof. 
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6.2.1. The organisational culture profile 
The organisational culture at SPAR Eastern Cape was diagnosed through the use of 
a culture questionnaire designed around the factors of “Amafela”.  The organisational 
culture was assessed according to how respondents interpret the organisation’s 
existing organisational culture, and thus underlining areas in need of enhancement.  
The respondents identified factors that the organisation was excelling in and those 
that needed some improvement. In general the outcome of the survey exhibited that 
a large number of employees at SPAR Eastern Cape denoted that the culture of 
“Amafela” is still strong and is still relevant in the organisation. 
6.2.2.  Internal consistency of the measuring instrument 
In testing the internal consistency of the measuring instrument, a measure based on 
the correlations between different items on the same test was used. This measures 
whether several items that propose to measure the same general constructs can 
deliver reliable results. 
The goal in designing a reliable instrument is for the scores on similar items to be 
related or internally consistent, but for each item to contribute some unique information 
as well. 
In this research, good to excellent levels of consistency for all eleven factors of 
“Amafela” were achieved. The items are therefore parallel in the test. 
6.2.3   Extent to which leadership principles and qualities influence the Amafela 
factors 
Leadership and organisational culture operate in the same space and are able to 
influence one another. However, it is very much important that the leader can influence 
the culture of the organisation for greater success. The function of the company will 
be influenced a lot by both its leadership and organisational culture. Culture 
determines the function of the leader while the leader can specify and establish a 
culture for the prosperity of the organisation.  To understand the interrelationship 
between leadership influence and organisational culture, enhanced knowledge about 
culture is needed. Organisational culture is comprised of beliefs, values as well as 
behaviours. These three components will determine the performance level and 
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organisational culture. It is crucial therefore that leadership should pay attention to  
these components. 
Organizational leaders will influence the function of the people within the organisation. 
Moreover, leadership will set the present and future course of the company. This 
research and with specific reference to Tables 5.15 and 5.16 respectively articulates 
a correlation between leadership and “Amafela” factors. 
6.2.4   Ranking of the “Amafela” factors 
The eleven dimensions of the “Amafela” factors ranked according from less favourable 
to most favourable. Customer focus emerged as the factor that most respondents 
agreed and strongly agreed with. 
 
6.3    RECOMMENDATIONS   
With regards to the research findings, several recommendations pertaining to SPAR 
Eastern Cape have been identified.   
6.3.1 Recommendations for SPAR Eastern Cape 
As revealed in Section 5.5, under the heading “Organisational Culture Profile” a 
plurality of employees at SPAR Eastern Cape indicated strongly, that the commitment 
to the culture of “Amafela Ndawonye” still exists and that the culture still remains 
relevant. However and amongst other minor concerns, a significant number of 
employees (58%), as indicated in Table 5.12, felt strongly that the culture of “Amafela” 
needed to be re-invented. In order for SPAR Eastern Cape to sustain the culture of 
“Amafela” it is recommended that:  
6.3.1.1    Reinventing Amafela Ndawonye. 
It is suggested that management lay the foundation for capturing everyone’s interest 
and building a sense of expectation. A workshop with three to four groups of 
employees who were at SPAR Eastern Cape at the time when Amafela culture was 
vibrant. Discussions with them should be captured on video camera including the 
answers to the following: 
 What did “Amafela” mean to them 
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 How would they define the spirit of “Amafela” 
 What were the core values of “Amafela” 
 Do they believe “Amafela” can be revived, if so, how? 
 If we can recapture the spirit of “Amafela”, what would they like to see done 
differently? 
Another workshop with individuals in the organisation’s senior leadership team, 
preferably one on one, asking them the same questions as above: 
 What did “Amafela” mean to them? 
 How would they define the spirit of “Amafela”? 
 What were the core values of “Amafela”? 
 Do they believe “Amafela” can be revived, if so, how? 
 If we can recapture the spirit of “Amafela”, what would they like to see done 
differently? 
A series of workshops with teams, discussing what “Amafela” was all about, showing 
some of the video footage, and having individual testimonies from individuals and 
leaders who were there thus creating enthusiasm and buy-in. 
A second round of workshops with teams, presenting a consolidation of what has 
already been gathered in terms of what the values of “Amafela” were, and the common 
threads of what could/should be done differently. Brainstorming to get everyone’s buy-
in building an “Amafela” code for the future. 
The recommended process is envisaged to take a maximum of three months after 
which at a moment in time, the spirit of “Amafela” is ritualistically revived. 
It is also recommended that the organisation develop a comprehensive “Amafela” 
induction programme for leadership and employees. 
6.3.1.2    The gender ratio. 
It is recommended that the organisation makes a concerted effort to introduce more 
female workers in the organisation. The current ratio is too skewed to the male gender. 
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6.3.1.3    Age of respondents 
This organisation has a relatively young workforce with 78% of the respondents 39 
years and younger, see Figure 5.1. Although having a young workforce has its 
advantages including malleability to change, one of the disadvantages is that the 
organisation could face high volumes of labour turnover. This could be caused by 
employees feeling stagnant in their current positions, leading to frustration and 
ultimately separation. The organisation must develop a substantive retaining strategy 
to preserve the services of excellent employees who could potentially leave the 
organisation due lack of growth. 
6.3.1.4    Length of service 
The multiplicity of the respondents see figure 5.3 have a length of service of five years 
or less. This fact reiterates the importance of a formal and structured “Amafela” 
induction programme, as proposed above in 6.3.1.1. Properly implemented, the 
induction programme will ensure continuity and sustainability of the culture of 
“Amafela”. 
6.3.1.5   Organizational culture profile 
The majority of the employees surveyed indicated that the culture of “Amafela” still 
exists and remains relevant in the organisation. It is important that management 
embrace this fact, take pride and enjoy the benefits of “Amafela”. Such positivity about 
the organisation’s culture should be driven relentlessly by management and 
employees. 
6.3.1.6   Leadership 
Eleven percent of the respondents indicated that leaders do not “set good examples”. 
Eleven percent represents a voice and such a voice should not be ignored. Culture is 
about what is really valued – demonstrated through what leaders do, rather than what 
they say. When their walk and talk do not line up, it is the walk that shapes the culture. 
6.3.1.7   Communication 
With 15% of the respondents strongly disagreeing and 8% unsure if they can “talk 
freely and openly” to their respective managers, there is no doubt that this specific 
area needs urgent responsiveness. If the organisation wants to remain non-unionised, 
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it is important that management practice an open door policy and should create, in 
their respective areas, an environment conducive to uninhibited open and honest 
communication. 
6.3.1.8   Human Resources Management 
Absenteeism in certain areas of the business is clearly an issue. It is important that 
areas were absenteeism is a problem are identified and attendance issues in those 
areas are addressed with instantaneous effect. The organisation needs to also ensure 
that they select the right person for the job. This would involve intensifying the 
recruitment procedures by introducing scientific methods of recruitment i.e. 
competency assessments. This new methods must be in line with the current 
organisational culture of “Amafela” thus ensuring the most likely company fit is 
employed by the organisation. 
6.3.1.9   Fun 
The organisation has a great culture of fun. Clearly management, over the years, have 
created this culture of fun and it is embedded in the minds of the employer. It is then 
besought on management to sustain this effort as it clearly has a positive impact on 
the organisation. 
6.3.1.10   Innovation 
Organisations who do not innovate, fail to grow. To improve innovation, management 
must create an environment where failure is tolerated. In such an environment, 
employees will feel comfortable in trying out innovative initiatives. Importantly such 
efforts must be rewarded. 
6.3.1.11  Conflict Management 
With some of the lowest scores in the survey, conflict management needs urgent 
attention at SPAR Eastern Cape. Conflict management is often one of the biggest 
drivers of change. Properly handled, it can help people be more innovative and can 
create stronger bonds, build effective teams and improve performance. The key is to 
openly face an issue and negotiate a win-win outcome. Organisations that encourage 
people to raise difficult issues find that doing so leads to innovation, new goals and 
the changes needed to achieve them. Conflicts are the lifeblood of high performing 
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organisations. Disputes, disagreements and diverse points of view about strategy and 
implementation create energy, bring about change, stimulate creativity and help form 
strongly bonded teams in full alignment with the vision of the organisation. 
Management at SPAR Eastern Cape must be alerted to the above and they must be 
taught how to investigate the causes of conflict, how to embrace conflict and also 
taught how to deal with conflict effectively.  
6.3.1.12      Individual Performance 
It is very evident in this organisation that employees are motivated to be highly 
productive. There is also a strong understanding that for the organisation to keep 
growing, a high degree of focus on continuous improvement is needed. Employees 
have a significant sense of achievement. The organisation is encouraged to nurture 
these great qualities to derive even better individual performances from its workforce. 
The organisation must encourage its managers to acknowledge good performance. 
Such acknowledge need not be in monetary terms, but could be in other forms as well. 
A policy should be created around this matter. 
6.3.1.13     Customer Focus 
Customer focus is exceedingly valued in this organisation. Employees understand who 
their customer is and the value each customer brings to the organisation. Employing 
and retaining service-minded employees and properly training them to provide 
excellent service is key in ensuring continued success in this organisation. 
6.3.1.14     Decision-making  
Employees are empowered to make decisions in this organisation and take 
responsibility for such. This is effective SDWTs at their outmost best. An environment 
where mistakes are tolerated, but where mediocrity is not endured has been created. 
Such an environment is conducive to creative thinking.  
6.3.1.15    Organisational Goal Integration 
The organisational goals and objectives are well communicated in this organisation. 
Team and individual goals are discussed and agreed upon and filtered through all 
employees. There is also great collaboration between teams in this organisation. This 
is evident in the great success the organisation has experienced in the past few years. 
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The organisation should be gratified with the indicator that both individual performance 
and individual goals are interconnected. This organisation is therefore pulling in the 
right direction. 
 
6.4    LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH   
It must be noted that this research has limitations. Limitations pertaining to this 
research will be noted below:    
 The results found in this research were obtained using a convenience sample 
at SPAR Eastern Cape Distribution Centre and should therefore not be 
generalised beyond the sample. 
 Findings about enhancing organisational culture in this study cannot be applied 
critically in other organisations as organisational cultures are unique. 
 
6.5    RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH  
It is recommended that:  
 Research examining the key deliverables in sustaining a winning organisational 
culture, in a South African company, be thoroughly investigated. 
 The research be conducted in a company that has a proven successful 
organisational culture. 
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6.6    CONCLUSION 
The importance of understanding, harnessing, managing and maintaining an 
appropriate culture in an organisation cannot be underestimated in terms of its impact 
on the modernisation agenda. 
This research demonstrated that organisational culture is an essential fragment to the 
existence of an organisation. Organisational culture needs adjustment and alignment 
in order to produce avenues towards enhancing such a culture. Enhancing an 
organisational culture will bring about a specific and superior competitive advantage 
once it is based on the appropriate culture. 
Organisational culture is a widely used term but one that seems to give rise to a degree 
of ambiguity. For the past number of decades, most academics and practitioners 
studying organisations suggest the concept of culture is the climate and practices that 
organisations develop around their handling of people. Furthermore, some proponents 
suggest that the concept of culture should take on board the way organisations do 
business as well as the way they handle people (Schein, 2004). 
To evaluate and determine whether the commitment to the culture of “Amafela 
Ndawonye” and relevancy thereof at SPAR Eastern Cape is declining, the researcher 
measured the following “Amafela Ndawonye” factors: 
 Individual performance 
 Customer focus 
 Communication 
 Human resources management 
 Fun 
 Innovation 
 Decision-making 
 Amafela 
 Organisational goal integration 
 Conflict management 
The outcome of the research revealed very positively that a plurality of employees at 
SPAR Eastern Cape indicated that a strong commitment to the culture of “Amafela 
Ndawonye” still exists and that the culture remains relevant. 
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Leadership plays an important role in effectively managing and developing culture in 
organisations. Leadership must be committed to managing culture in terms of 
developing and sustaining organisational performance, while managers throughout 
the organisation are responsible for its effective development throughout the 
organisation. This is assertion is precise with regards to leadership at SPAR Eastern 
Cape. Leadership principles and qualities at this organisation were proven to be in line 
with the factors of Amafela. 
Organisational culture is a powerful tool that management can manipulate to enhance 
performance and influence, thus building a successful organisational culture that is 
sustainable in the long run. 
“We will either be a victim or a successful result of our culture”  
- O’Rielly (1989: 467). 
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